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Welcome to the Japan Prize 2021

The Japan Prize is an international contest dedicated to educational content. 

Since its establishment in 1965, the contest has sought to enhance the power 

of the media by recognizing outstanding works and proposals that expand the 

possibilities of education. 

With the COVID-19 restrictions on travel still in place, the Japan Prize goes 

online again this year for the fi nal judging, panel discussions, and awards ceremony. 

A selection of fi nalists’ works and past winners on chosen themes will be showcased 

with Japanese subtitles at the Tokyo venue. Also video recordings of the sessions 

and screenings will be made available through our online streaming site during 

the event. A new special prize, the SDGs Prize, will also be awarded this year for 

an outstanding work that inspires viewers to take action for the advancement of 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). 

The Japan Prize 2021 has received 267 entries from 48 countries and regions 

across the world. The winners will be announced at the online Awards Ceremony on 

November 9.
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The Grand Prix Japan Prize

The Best Work in Each Division

The Excellent Proposal

Special Prize

Audiovisual Works

The Best Proposal

Proposal Pitch

Pre-school Division 
The Minister for Internal Affairs and 

Communications Prize

Primary Division
The Minister of Education, Culture, 

Sports, Science and Technology Prize

Youth Division
The Minister for Foreign Affairs Prize

Lifelong Learning Division
The Governor of Tokyo Prize

Digital Media Division
The Minister of Economy, Trade and 

Industry Prize

The Japan Foundation 
President’s Prize
An excellent work that encourages 

mutual understanding among nations and 

races or contributes to cultural exchange

The UNICEF Prize
An excellent work that promotes 

understanding of the lives of children in 

diffi cult situations

SDGs Prize
An excellent work that inspires 

viewers to take action and contribute 

to the advancement of Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs)

The Hoso Bunka 
Foundation Prize

The National Federation of 
UNESCO Associations in 
Japan Prize

Awards

Japan Prize 2021 online/real events and Awards Ceremony will be held 

November 4–9, 2021. Registration for participating the events now open!

 https://www.nhk.or.jp/jp-prize/english/events/

https://www.nhk.or.jp/jp-prize/english/events/
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Sojin An
[Republic of Korea]

Head of Global, Animation Department / Korea Educational Broadcasting System (EBS)

Sojin An is the head of Global/Animation Department at EBS. EBS is the public 

broadcasting system and it is especially infl uential in media contents for children 

with high quality live actions and animations. Sojin An has worked as a producer 

and director at EBS since 1995. She produced lots of educational TV shows for children and adults in 

various format (documentaries, reality shows, talk shows, dramas). She is a specialist in storytelling 

for children. Some drama series she made <Fairy Tales on TV>, <Chicken Soup> were nominated in 

‘International Emmy Kids Awards’, ‘Japan Prize’, ‘Prix Jeunesse’ and so on. Some live action series she 

produced <Winter Exploration>, <Music in the Box> were awarded ‘ABU Prize’, ‘Japan Prize’. Sojin An 

is a Master of mass communication and studied media literacy as a visiting fellow in Temple University, 

USA.

Alvaro Ceppi
[Chile]

Producer/Director

His work includes animation series’ Horatio & The Plasticines, Zumbastico 

Fantastico (fi rst original Latin American series to premiere on Cartoon Network), 

The Papernauts (Discovery Kids), and as creator and director of the multi-awarded 

hybrid stop-motion show Paper Port. Currently is working as showrunner of the animated series 

Doggyworld (Nat Geo Kids / Disney).

He has also directed and produced several short fi lms, documentaries, music videos, and commercials.

Komine Ryosuke
[Japan]

Senior Producer, Unit 1 (Youth & Education), Program Production Department

NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)

Joined NHK in 1996. After starting out in music programs, both rock and classical, 

Komine has since produced many programs for children and young adults. In recent 

years, his wide-ranging documentaries have used science to explain the secrets of the ninja, examined 

the allure of cartoon anti-heroes, and introduced the world’s monster construction machines. 

Caroline Bandolik
[United States]

Vice President of Production/Supervising Producer / Spiffy Pictures

Emmy® Award-nominated producer Caroline Bandolik is vice president of 

production for Spiffy Pictures. A veteran producer in educational media for children, 

Bandolik currently serves as supervising producer on PBS KIDS’ recently launched, 

Donkey Hodie. The live-action puppet series is produced in partnership with Fred Rogers Productions. 

She also currently serves as producer on the Emmy Award-nominated and Environmental Media Award-

winning animated series Nature Cat for PBS KIDS. Bandolik’s additional producing credits include 

Nickelodeon’s Frankie & Frank, Martha Speaks and Arthur for WGBH/PBS, and Nicktoons’ Edgar & Ellen. 

Bandolik resides in Glencoe, IL with her partner Maggie and their cat Aussie. She holds a Bachelor’s of 

Arts in Film/Videos Studies and Psychology from Purdue University, as well as a Certifi cate in Film from 

Sydney Film School.

Japan Prize 2021
Preliminary Selection Jurors
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Yenny Santamaria Amado
[Colombia]

Commissioning Editor / Señal Colombia - RTVC

Film and television director at the National University of Colombia. She has worked 

in television projects for educational and cultural channels and also as animator 

and director of projects in stop motion animation. Co-creator and director of the  

series Camusi Camusi, winner project of the scholarship for the production of microprograms for pre-

schoolers from the Colombian Ministry of Culture; this series has been awarded at animation and 

children festivals in countries such as Japan, Brazil, Germany, Egypt and Colombia among others. Since 

2017, she has been commissioning editor at RTVC-Señal Colombia, where she is part of the team of Mi 

Señal, the children programming block.

Wuan-ling Guo
[Taiwan]

Director, International Department / Taiwan Public Television Service Foundation (PTS)

Ms Wuan-ling Guo has been working in the TV industry for more than 25 years. 

She has been the producer of international news programs, in-depth talk show, co-

production documentaries, and children’s programs. And she serves as the director 

and curator for Taiwan International Children’s Film Festival (TICFF) and Best of INPUT in Taiwan. Starting 

from 2018, she also serves as the executive producer and commissioning editor of documentaries. She 

is the director of International Department at PTS Taiwan.

Haluk Polat
[Turkey]

Producer / We Play

He was graduated from Psychological Counseling and Guidance Department 

at Bogazici University in 1996. After graduation, he worked as an Instructor and 

Vice-Chair at the Music Department of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences at Bilgi 

University. He conducted music studies and gave concerts with children living in Kuştepe slum of 

Istanbul, in cooperation with Bilgi University Kuştepe Research Institute TESAR. He worked for Balet 

Plak Music Production Company between 2005–2009. During this period, he produced various local 

music productions in addition to serving as the Director of Marketing and Promotion in the Warner Music 

Group’s representative agency in Turkey. In 2002 Haluk Polat founded “We Play” music production 

company and carried out more than 100 different productions with many artists. Also, he worked as a 

consultant and producer of several TV children shows in TRT (Turkish Radio Television) between 2002 

and 2018. In 2015, he founded Cep Sahne as a center for music, dance, culture and art workshops and 

worked with many groups. During this period, Haluk Polat continued to teach at Boğaziçi University. 

Now, he is working with several preofessional and amateur vocal ensembles and choirs. He published 

several singles and takes stages with these groups.

Nakatsuka Shinobu
[Japan]

Principal Program Director, Unit 1 (Youth & Education), Program Production Department

NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)

Nakatsuka worked on a wide variety of Educational Channel programs on themes 

ranging from welfare and lifelong learning to foreign language study and school 

education since joining NHK in 1992. Since 2009, he has chiefl y directed educational programs for 

primary school and, simultaneously, been developing digital content for the NHK for School internet 

service. Starting from April, 2021, he currently directs a STEAM (the stem subjects of Science, 

Technology, Engineering and Mathematics plus the Arts) craft and do-it-yourself technology program 

for primary school children called Tsukuranka.
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Nabeelah Shabbir
[United Kingdom]

Journalist

Nabeelah Shabbir is a British-Pakistani freelance journalist and media consultant. 

She is currently Senior Research Associate at the International Center for Journalists 

(ICFJ), where she is co-authoring a book about online violence against women 

journalists around the world. She is also co-author of a series of Reuters Institute 

of the Study of Journalism reports on transatlantic digital-born news media, audience engagement 

in the Global South, and the impact of the Panama Papers. As a journalist at The Guardian in London, 

Nabeelah shared a British Journalism Award in 2015 with the ‘Keep it in the Ground’ team. She also 

won a ‘European Young Journalist award’ in 2008, and has freelanced at the Financial Times and Twitter 

amongst others. You can fi nd her on Twitter @lahnabee.

Ý Linh Phan
[Vietnam]

Producer / Vietnam Television’s Education TV Channel (VTV7)

Graduated from University of Bologna, Linh is a writer and producer for TV series and 

documentaries of Vietnam Educational Chanel (VTV7). Her works about education and 

children in Vietnam have won several international awards. Linh was the youngest 

Grand juror at Vietnam Broadcasting Festival 2019 and Southeast Asia Children’s Television Festival 2018 

and 2019. In 2020, Linh honored to be awarded by Vietnam’s Government as “Excellent Journalist”.

Recent works: “Brother” (2019) - Prix Jeunesse International (Heart Prize, 2020)

  - ABU Prizes (First Prize, 2019)

 “Sister” (2018) - Japan Prize (UNICEF Prize, 2018)

  - Prix Jeunesse International Munich (Heart Prize, 2018)

 And many others.

Suzuki Saimi
[Japan]

Producer, Global Content Development Division, Programming Department

NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)

Joined NHK in 2005. Worked at a local NHK station before producing language 

learning programs and entertainment for early teens. Has been involved in the 

production of educational and cultural programs for the NHK Educational TV channel. Ms. Suzuki is 

currently with the Global Content Development Division, which handles the purchasing, management 

and development of domestic and foreign-produced dramas and animated works. Her work mostly 

involves the selection and development for Japanese audiences of foreign-produced teen dramas, and 

the production and management of animation for children.

Johanna Garvin
[Australia]

Communications Offi cer / Create NSW

Johanna Garvin completed a Bachelor of Communications and Media at the 

University of Notre Dame Australia in 2016. She majored in Film and Social Justice.

In 2015 she completed a Diploma of Screen and Media at Metro Screen. In 2017 

Johanna’s short fi lm, The Milky Pop Kid—made with funding from Information and Cultural Exchange, 

Accessible Arts and Screen NSW—was selected to be screened at the Sydney Film Festival.

Johanna sees fi lmmaking as a vehicle to share stories. Her commitment to Social Justice strongly 

infl uences the themes of her fi lms. Johanna’s goal is to share unique and interesting stories that tell 

us about the human condition, the differences and similarities; the challenges and successes; the 

good, the bad and the ugly. With this passion she hopes to give audiences fi lms which provide a more 

compassionate lens through which to see the world.
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Akutsu Yuki
[Japan]

Chief Editor of Website / Hokkaido Television Broadcasting Co., Ltd. (HTB)

Akutsu has been producing documentaries for more than twenty years. In Boobies 

behind, Journey ahead, she become the subject of her own documentary about 

breast cancer. She was diagnosed with bilateral breast cancer in 2019. Years of 

interviewing other women with breast cancer prompted Akutsu to make this documentary, which has 

received awards both within and outside Japan:

- Highly recommended program, News Reporting, 2020 Galaxy Awards, Japan

-  2020 Award for Excellence, News Reporting Programs, Japan Commercial Broadcasters Association 

(JBA) 

- Silver Prize, World Media Festival

- Finalist, Japan Prize 2020 International Contest for Educational Media

- Finalist, New York Festivals TV & Film Awards 2021

Irina Stoilova
[Italy]

International Partners, Working Groups and Panels / Prix Italia/Radiotelevisione Italiana (RAI)

Irina Stoilova works at Prix Italia, the Radio, TV and Web Competition Festival 

promoted by the Italian Public Broadcaster Rai. She handles the relations with 

the International partners of the Festival, including the organizations EBU, ABU, 

COPEAM, and TAL, and festivals, such as Japan Prize and organizes the panel discussions, working 

groups, and other international events and projects.

A journalist by profession, before entering Rai in 2008, Irina worked for almost twenty years as 

the Rome correspondent for Bulgarian National Radio and Television and for Radio Free Europe/Radio 

Liberty, the Russian-language news radio channel of the American broadcaster. She covered the main 

events from Italy and the Vatican and has interviewed fi gures such as Giulio Andreotti, Romano Prodi, 

Umberto Eco and Ennio Morricone.

Irina has also published in the Italian press, managed editorial projects for the editing group Espresso, 

and has participated as an observer in news and current affairs programmes of Italian and Vatican 

broadcasters.

Okui Gaku
[Japan]

Program Director, Unit 2 (Current Affairs & Culture), Program Production Department

NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)

After joining NHK in 2014, Okui produced news, regional information, historical, 

travel and other programs for the local Wakayama Station for 4 years. Now based 

in Tokyo, he chiefl y directs human-interest programs such as Professionals, a documentary series 

featuring the work ethos of individuals active on the front line of their trade. His programs so far have 

introduced such wide-ranging subjects as a local mascot, a charismatic serving maid at one of Japan’s 

“maid cafes,” and a city bus driver.

LEADER OF COMMITTEE 4
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Moriuchi Daisuke
[Japan ]

Senior Manager, Strategic Planning Division, Audience Services Department

NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)

Joined NHK in 1999. Moriuchi has worked on set design for NHK’s year-end 

gala, NHK Red and White Year-end Song Festival, and computer graphics for NHK 

documentaries. In recent years, he has produced projection mapping for Tokyo Station and used AI to 

reproduce the voices of great singers of the past. He is currently developing digital marketing systems 

to disseminate awareness of the value of public broadcasting. Moriuchi lectures, too, at an art university. 

His hobby is running and he always looks forward to his next running trip.

Carolina Di Palma
[Argentina]

Leader of Digital Convergence / Pakapaka

Carolina Di Palma is a candidate for a PhD in Communication from UNLP and 

PPGCOM UFF-Brazil, line of research, Aesthetics and communication technologies, 

Body fi eld, subjectivity and new Technologies. Master in Communication and 

Education from the National University of La Plata with thesis on children’s public digital convergence. 

Responsible for digital convergence projects of the Pakapaka public TV channel in Argentina since 

2010. Also coordinates researching issues on the TV channel’s Minilab: Lab of Experimentation of new 

Non-linear Interactive Narratives.

Also Professor of Culture, Communication and Education and Workshop on new childhoods and new 

youths in teacher training institutes of the Directorate of Culture and Education of the Province of 

Buenos Aires since 2009. Scholarships: Profor Ministerio de Educación, Universidad Nacional de la 

Plata, Organización de Estados Americanos.

Mark Elkins
[Australia]

Editor in Chief / GritLife

I’m a digital team leader specialising in editorial, content strategy, production 

and delivery. For more than twenty years I’ve worked in factual, education and 

features across web, app and social channels. I have expertise in digital strategy, 

content design and delivery, and content marketing. I manage large teams of producers in interactive 

storytelling, audience acquisition, short-form video as well as social-fi rst content.

Recently, as part of BBC Bitesize I helped deliver the BBC’s digital education response to the Covid 

pandemic crisis which saw most UK children being home schooled, as well as a new editorial growth 

strategy for BBC Education.

Noguchi Akina
[Japan]

Director of the LITALICO Research Center, LITALICO Inc. / Lecturer, Kokushikan University

Noguchi crossed to the United States while still in the sixth grade of elementary 

school (age 11–12 in Japan) and her interest in special needs education developed 

while she was there. Returning to Japan after fi nishing senior high, she studied 

inclusive education at University of Tsukuba and taught primary school. Now director of the LITALICO 

Research Center, she performs joint studies with schools on educational provision for every individual’s 

needs, liaises with juvenile schools and prisons, and also lectures on special needs education at 

Kokushikan University.

LEADER OF COMMITTEE 5
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The Japan Prize aims to contribute to the development of educational broadcasting and media 

worldwide by awarding prizes to the audiovisual contents that show high quality educational 

effects.

Educational audiovisual content for pre-school children up to around age 6

Educational audiovisual content for primary school children around ages 6 to 12

Educational audiovisual content for youths around ages 12 to 18

Educational audiovisual content for adults around ages 18 and over

Educational audiovisual and interactive content such as website, apps, and games that explore 

new learning possibilities (Pre-school / Primary or Youth / Lifelong Learning)

Between November 4 and November 17, you can view the fi nalists’ works 

and video recordings of the sessions. 

Prior registration is required at the website below:

 https://oform.jp-prize.nhk.or.jp/en

Japan Prize 2021 Streaming Site

Audiovisual Works

I

E

Y

L

D

1  Pre-school Division

2  Primary Division

3  Youth Division

4  Lifelong Learning Division

5  Digital Media Division

PURPOSE

DIVISIONS

https://oform.jp-prize.nhk.or.jp/en
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Note:  The following pages are from the original entry sheets. No corrections have been made (except for typos).

No.
Title

Entering Organization  Country/Region

I-002
THE POWER OF WE: A SESAME STREET SPECIAL

Sesame Workshop United States

I-005

PIP AND POSY
Silly Hats

Magic Light Pictures United Kingdom

I-007

PATCHWORK PALS
PATCHWORK TIGER

Studio FILM BILDER GmbH Germany

I-010

BO BEAR’S DETECTIVE AGENCY
E01 THE MOVING BOX

Spark Norway

I-014
DINO DANA THE MOVIE

Sinking Ship Entertainment Canada

I-017

THE MINI KIDS
Episode 3 (season 2)

Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation (NRK) Norway

I-021

STORYTIME WITH SOUND EFFECTS 2T
There’s Nothing Wrong with Being a Foreigner

Cuentazos con Efectazos (Cuentazos) Colombia

I-025
BEESTENBRIGADE

KRO-NCRV Netherlands

I-036

TISH TASH
Not My Birthday / Never-Ending Questions

Korea Educational Broadcasting System (EBS) Republic of Korea

I-038

SHIMAJIRO: A WORLD OF WOW!
Our Oceans

Benesse Corporation Japan

I-040

WHAT’S ON YOUR HEAD?
Barrister

Gold Wala United Kingdom

I-042

MORNING STORY
The Lonely Porcupine

Miracle Mushroom Co.,Ltd. Thailand

I-043

HERO ELEMENTARY
Ep. 137 “AJ’s Extra Superpower”

Twin Cities Public Television (TPT) United States

Finalists’ Works

Audiovisual Works Pre-school Division
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Messages from Preliminary Selection Jurors

“First of all, I would like to give a round of applause for the constant efforts of children 

program creators under this unprecedented pandemic situations. All the programs contain 

deep affection for children and show careful approaches to achieve their educational 

goals. Lots of good animations encourage children to join exciting adventures and imagine 

without limitation. Lots of good factual shows offer really creative and experimental efforts 

to make children get information and be inspired. In addition, many programs give good 

opportunities for children to understand others and empathize with others. As an audience, 

I had fulfi lling moments with great content and I hope more children can have chances to 

enjoy them.”

“There were so many great entries that it was difficult to narrow down my favorites. 

Many of the shows were tackling big issues, but they did it in fun and engaging ways. The 

curriculum was often seamlessly tied into the shows so it didn’t feel like learning, but more 

as entertainment, which is important for young viewers. The shows addressed important 

topics that are very relevant for preschoolers today and were filled with so much heart 

and humor. It was really fun to see shows that used all different types of visual mediums, 

including combining live action, animation and puppets. It’s amazing to see such high 

quality educational content for preschoolers around the world.”

“After a unique and remarkable year, it is proper to acknowledge the efforts of pre-school 

programming worldwide to support the complex challenges of homeschooling and online 

education, as also the continuing and growing role of presenting social, environmental, and 

other fundamental and relevant subjects to this age group.”

“Every work had a strong impact and the high quality to give plenty of enjoyment to adults 

as well as children. Many were made with children who could not go to kindergarten or 

school on account of the pandemic, underscoring again the effectiveness and importance 

of educational broadcasting. Another striking feature was so many chose themes of 

tolerance for others. Together, they drove home the necessity all over the world of accepting 

and coexisting with people who are different from ourselves.”
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I Japan Prize 2021

Audiovisual Works: Pre-school I-002

THE POWER OF WE: 
A SESAME STREET SPECIAL
 DURATION 21'00"

Sesame Workshop • United States

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

Everyone’s favorite furry red monster is back with a brand-

new special to teach us the importance of standing up and 

speaking out when people are treated unfairly. Current and 

former Sesame Street human cast members Alan, Charlie, 

Chris, and Gordon take part in the special alongside celebrity 

and musical guests Yara Shahidi, Christopher Jackson, and 

Andra Day. The Power of We includes two new songs: How 

Do You Know? and Listen, Act, Unite! The latter written and 

performed by Jackson and featuring Andra Day.

Educational Aims

Sesame Workshop, the nonprofi t educational organization 

behind Sesame Street, addressed racism and modeled how 

children can stand up to it in The Power of We: A Sesame Street 

Special. Designed as a co-viewing experience for children and 

families, the special streamed on HBO Max and PBS KIDS, and 

debuted on PBS stations on the same day. Sesame Street has 

the ability to entertain children while explaining complex issues 

like no other program and equips families and caregivers with 

the support they need to have empathetic conversations. We 

believe that this moment calls for a direct discussion about 

racism to help children grasp the issues and teach them that 

they are never too young to be upstanders for themselves, 

one another, and their communities. Sesame Workshop has 

created a companion guide for families and caregivers to 

use as they discuss the special with children, available at 

sesamestreet.org/powerofwe.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

English

•  Genre:

Children’s

•  Broadcaster or release media:

HBO Max

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Mr. Benjamin Lehmann

Head of Live Action & Executive 

Producer

Sesame Workshop

Producers: Michael Cargill and Ken 

Scarborough

Co Producer: Matt Vogel

•  Organization(s):

Sesame Workshop

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Sesame Workshop

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Kelly Ferrara

Associate Producer, Production
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I Japan Prize 2021

Audiovisual Works: Pre-school I-005

PIP AND POSY
Silly Hats DURATION 7'05"

Magic Light Pictures • United Kingdom

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

Pip and Posy have fun making silly hats and pinkie promise 

one another to wear them to the park. Pip feels self-conscious 

but he wears it anyway because he promised Posy. However 

when he arrives at the park, Posy isn’t wearing her silly hat! 

Now Posy has to fi x her broken promise.

Educational Aims

Pip and Posy are best friends whose lives revolve around a 

wonderful world of play. Packed with warmth and humour, 

the series is a joyful celebration of their great friendship, its 

laughter and games, its ups and downs. Each episode explores 

the emotional dramas that young children encounter in a real 

and humorous way. Showing how they can learn from their 

mistakes, overcome their differences and remain the best of 

friends. 

In this series we explore a variety of reasons to play. For Pip 

and Posy, play can mean different things at different times: 

playing for fun, to solve problems, to resolve confl icts and 

make sense of their world and their relationships—it’s their 

default setting and the key to their fun and lasting friendship. 

Through the characters and their creative play the series 

shows preschoolers how to build lasting friendships with 

kindness, resilience and fl exibility.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

English

•  Genre:

Animation

•  Broadcaster or release media:

Milkshake (Channel 5)

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Mr. Michael Rose

Executive Producer

Magic Light Pictures

Producer: Ms. Vici King

Co-executive Producer: Mr. Martin 

Pope

•  Organization(s):

Magic Light Pictures

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Magic Light Pictures

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Hannah Jones

Distribution Executive
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I Japan Prize 2021

Audiovisual Works: Pre-school I-007

PATCHWORK PALS
PATCHWORK TIGER DURATION 3'54"

Studio FILM BILDER GmbH • Germany

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

Patchwork Tiger has a problem: He wants to play “Boo”, but 

the Patchwork Pals don’t want to. Will the Tiger fi nd someone 

to play with?

Educational Aims

Patchwork Pals is a TV series for our youngest audience. 

Through their stories the Patchwork Pals teach topics such as 

friendship, helpfulness, teamwork and solidarity to kids.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

German, English

•  Genre:

Animation

•  Broadcaster or release media:

CBEEBIES / KIKA

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Mr. Thomas Meyer-Hermann

Studio FILMBILDER GmbH

•  Organization(s):

Studio FILM BILDER GmbH

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Studio FILM BILDER GmbH

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Bianca Just
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I Japan Prize 2021

Audiovisual Works: Pre-school I-010

BO BEAR’S DETECTIVE AGENCY
E01 THE MOVING BOX DURATION 12'09"

Spark • Norway

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

Bo Bear runs a detective agency which solves big and small 

mysteries together with the kids. When something vanish, 

when strange noises appear, or when items are moved around 

for no obvious reason, Bo Bear’s detective agency steps in 

with one goal in mind; to solve the mystery!

EP01 THE MOVING BOX

Who owns the mysterious cardboard box full of toys? Live and 

Bo Bear must investigate it further.

Educational Aims

The main goal of Bo Bear’s detective agency is to introduce 

pre-schoolers to age-appropriate problems solving techniques 

like counting, measuring, and grouping.

In each episode, something in the protagonist’s daily 

life disappears, moves or appears. Fortunately, Bo Bear has 

a suitcase with various detective tools. Together, they go on 

a mission—to solve the mystery. But things aren’t always 

what they seem, and you have to be 100% sure before you 

conclude. 

Every mystery revolves around the kids. Their parents 

are barely visible, and play no signifi cant role—kids master 

themselves.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Norwegian

•  Genre:

Drama

•  Broadcaster or release media:

NRK

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Mr. Nils Stokke

Producer & CEO

Spark

•  Organization(s):

Spark

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Spark

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Mr. Nils Stokke

Producer & CEO
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Audiovisual Works: Pre-school I-014

DINO DANA THE MOVIE
 DURATION 75'00"

Sinking Ship Entertainment • Canada

Film

Synopsis and Storyline

From multi-Emmy award-winning Sinking Ship Entertainment 

comes Dino Dana: The Movie, an action-packed dinosaur 

adventure that follows 10-year-old Dana as she tries to solve 

dino experiment 901—where are all the kid dinos? But 

before she can complete her experiment, Dana’s new upstairs 

neighbour Mateo fi nds her magical Dino Field Guide, which 

allows him to see dinosaurs in real life too. This discovery kicks 

off a prehistoric journey bigger than anything Dana has ever 

faced before. When Mateo is dino-napped by a T-Rex, who 

thinks he’s one of her babies, it’s up to Dana, her sister Saara, 

and Mateo’s older stepbrother Jadiel to get him back. Along 

the way, Dana and her friends will race through a stampede 

of Triceratops, take on a Spinosaurus, get beak to nose with 

a Quetzalcoatlus, and come to realize that family, whether 

human or Jurassic, is the most important quest of all.

Educational Aims

Dino Dana is the third chapter in the Emmy winning Dino Dan 

trilogy and the fi rst dinosaur series ever to feature a girl lead. 

The Dana in Dino Dana is a smart, driven, risk taking, dino 

baiting, goal-oriented budding scientist who loves dinosaurs 

so much that she imagines them into the real world. The 

goal of the series is to inspire a love of paleontology and to 

demonstrate that girls can excel in STEM. Dino Dana meets 

this goal by having Dana perform behavioral experiments on 

dinosaurs, experiments that often show her how to help people. 

By bridging science and emotion, Dino Dana showcases that 

humans and dinosaurs are more alike than different.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

English

•  Genre:

Live Action/ Hybrid

•  Broadcaster or release media:

Amazon Prime Video

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Mr. J.J. Johnson

Director & Executive Producer

Sinking Ship Entertainment

Executive Producers: Blair Powers, 

Christin Simms & Marney Malabar

•  Organization(s):

Sinking Ship Entertainment

Amazon

Telefi lm Canada

TVO

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Sinking Ship Entertainment

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Tanya Mason

Distribution Coordinator
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I Japan Prize 2021

Audiovisual Works: Pre-school I-017

THE MINI KIDS
Episode 3 (season 2) DURATION 17'55"

Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation (NRK) • Norway

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

In this episode Fantus invites the viewer to a game of 

peekaboo. The Mini Kids are visited by a hen. Trygve and 

Edvard experience how the wind makes their windmills spin. 

Fantus helps a polar bear cub fi nd his mother and The Mini 

Kids name different body parts and moves in their Dance-

song.

Educational Aims

The Mini Kids is NRK’s fi rst TV show aimed at one-year-old 

children. Our series aims to be a safe on-screen alternative 

for them, as it is specifi cally catering for their perception 

and cognitive skills. The Mini Kids seek to stimulate the 

audience’ ability to reason, develop language, categorize, do 

independent actions, memorizing, explore basic physics, and 

most importantly the series seek to inspire playful interaction 

with peers.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Norwegian

•  Genre:

Studio Show

•  Broadcaster or release media:

Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation 

(NRK)

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Mr. Knut Nasheim

NRK Super, Producer/Director

Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation

•  Organization(s):

Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation 

(NRK)

•  Type of business:

Broadcaster

•  Contact person:

Ms. Maria Grande

NRK Super, Executive Producer
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I Japan Prize 2021

Audiovisual Works: Pre-school I-021

STORYTIME 
WITH SOUND EFFECTS 2T
There’s Nothing Wrong with Being a Foreigner DURATION 6'43"

Cuentazos con Efectazos (Cuentazos) • Colombia

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

Storyline:

Don’t call them foreigners, call them new friends!

Synopsis:

A child makes new friends at the local park he regularly goes 

to with his uncle and older brother. His new friends teach 

him to play baseball. The boy invites his brother to join in the 

game, but he and his friends say they don’t want to play with 

“foreigners”, so he invites his uncle instead. That’s how he 

learns that his uncle was born in another country, too. In the 

end, everyone wants to participate in the fun and discovery of 

learning a new game and making new friends.

Educational Aims

We live in a very rich world of different languages and nations. 

The aim of this episode is to illustrate how openness to 

differences can create opportunities for learning, cultural 

exchange and new friendships. Currently, not only in Latin 

American but in many parts of the world, we are experiencing 

major waves of migration and the acceptance and integration 

of these migrants and refugees is essential to social harmony. 

We hope to foster an attitude of openness and acceptance 

towards the integration of migrants. It is necessary to promote 

narratives of tolerance and acceptance in order to counter-

balance the negative opinions regarding migrants that are 

expressed in our society, ideas that children easily absorb and 

begin to reproduce. Colombia is the country with the largest 

number of Venezuelan migrants, having accepted over 1.7 

million women, children and men.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Spanish

•  Genre:

Animation

•  Broadcaster or release media:

Señal Colombia

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Aseneth Suarez Ruiz

Creative Producer

Cuentazos con Efectazos

General Producer: Angelica Roncancio

•  Organization(s):

Cuentazos con Efectazos

Señal Colombia - RTVC

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Cuentazos con Efectazos (Cuentazos)

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Aseneth Suarez Ruiz

Creative Producer
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I Japan Prize 2021

Audiovisual Works: Pre-school I-025

BEESTENBRIGADE
 DURATION 13'38"

KRO-NCRV • Netherlands

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

The TV series Beestenbrigade is a cheerful and educational 

television programme for toddlers that focuses on caring for 

animals and nature. Each episode, Ranger Tim and his brigade 

go on a mission to lend nature a hand. In addition, children say 

something about their pets, and videos about fun animal facts 

are shown.

In this episode, Ranger Tim and his Beestenbrigade make 

fl oating nests for the black tern, Juul goes for a walk with her 

rabbits, and the audience has to guess the animal dung.

Educational Aims

The aim of Beestenbrigade is to let young children experience 

that animals are not only fun to cuddle and play with, but that 

it is important to look after them and take good care of them. 

In his humorous and disarming presenting style, where getting 

dirty is not shunned, forest ranger Tim lets his brigades feel 

and experience nature. This way Beestenbrigade introduces 

toddlers to animal welfare and nature conservation in a playful 

way. Beestenbrigade also shows that even as a child you can 

make a difference, especially in a world where the climate and 

nature are under pressure. With the knowledge the children 

gain at Beestenbrigade, the seed to take care of animals and 

nature conservation is planted. Or as the Dutch proverb goes: 

Good habits start young.

Forest ranger Tim is an actual ranger in real life. It’s 

important to him that children can really be children.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Dutch

•  Genre:

Live action, non-fi ction

•  Broadcaster or release media:

KRO-NCRV

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Trudeke van Hierden

Producer Beestenbrigade

KRO-NCRV

•  Organization(s):

KRO-NCRV

Entering Organization

•  Name:

KRO-NCRV

•  Type of business:

Broadcaster

•  Contact person:

Ms. Lyda van Westen

Eindredacteur Jeugd
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I Japan Prize 2021

Audiovisual Works: Pre-school I-036

TISH TASH
Not My Birthday / Never-Ending Questions DURATION 11'31"

Korea Educational Broadcasting System (EBS) • Republic of Korea

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

Tish is a young girl with immense imagination. Tash is her 

larger-than-life, imaginary friend. No matter what troubles they 

face, be it tackling the age-old terror of boredom, together they 

create new worlds around themselves. Join Tish and Tash to 

embark on imaginative adventures and see how their creative 

angle solves problems that life throws at them. 

In ‘Not My Birthday’, the fi rst part of the episode, Tish and 

her friends attend Tobby’s birthday party. However, Tobby feels 

left out because he is the only one who has a different opinion 

on what to play. Tish, after being carried away in her fun, 

realizes his absence. She apologizes to him and the friends 

have fun together. 

‘Never-Ending Questions’ is about Tish’s endless curiosity. 

Realizing that her parents can’t answer all her questions, Tish 

and Tash embark on a wondrous adventure with ants and 

answers the questions by themselves.

Educational Aims

“Sharing Relatable Fantasies”

Tish Tash emphasizes that growing up comes along with 

broader social interactions, heavier responsibility, and too 

many choices. However, Tish uses her colorful imaginations 

to make the most of her day. For example, when Tish has 

diffi culties buying her mom’s birthday gift, Tash turns into her 

mom to help her out. The viewers can relate to her, especially 

because her fantasies are those that everyone had imagined 

once.

“Domestic and Global Success”

Tish Tash is well-established in Korea as an edutainment 

series. Ironically, this is especially so due to COVID-19. Parents 

appreciate its emphasis on social interactions, which children 

could not fully experience. Also, as Tish Tash started as a global 

co-production project, its universal yet creative tone is well-

accepted around the world. UK’s broadcaster BBC acquired its 

broadcasting rights, and OTT service HBO MAX sealed a deal 

for Streaming VOD rights in the Latin Americas.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Korean

•  Genre:

Animation

•  Broadcaster or release media:

Korea Educational Broadcasting 

System (EBS)

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Mr. Chang Hwan Shin

CEO

Studio Gale

•  Organization(s):

Studio Gale

Korea Educational Broadcasting 

System (EBS)

August Media Holdings Pte. Ltd.

Synergy88 Entertainment Media Inc.

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Korea Educational Broadcasting 

System (EBS)

•  Type of business:

Broadcaster

•  Contact person:

Mr. Jinsu Shin

Global Animations, Commissioning 

Editor
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Audiovisual Works: Pre-school I-038

SHIMAJIRO: A WORLD OF WOW!
Our Oceans DURATION 23'15"

Benesse Corporation • Japan

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

As citizens of the earth, we teach children from a young age 

the importance of social issues.

One example is the urgency to protect our global 

environment.

This episode focuses on ocean conservation because 

people are kept alive by the ocean and our daily lives and all 

forms of life are connected by the ocean.

First, we ask “What is the ocean?” Then, we learn how 

the ocean keeps us alive by describing jobs that protect the 

ocean and how it connects to human life. We introduce coral 

cultivators, “Ama” traditional Japanese female divers, and 

cargo transport ship captains. Finally, we show children what 

they can do through familiar topics such as learning about the 

negative effects on fi sh from garbage on the beach. As a result, 

children understand that the ocean is not only for humans and 

that they can think about what they can do themselves.

Educational Aims

Shimajiro is the star of “Shimajiro: A World of WOW!”, a popular 

preschool Japanese educational series running since 2012.

The program’s goals are:

-  to motivate children to try out things for themselves.

-  to help children develop diverse perspectives and 

imagination.

-  to show what adults convey to children when facing social 

issues.

Coexistence with nature is an important overarching theme 

of the program. So, to keep up with the times, we are now 

focusing on sustainability education as a key pillar of the 

program’s content. This resulted in the sea conservation 

theme of our episode entry “Our Oceans” because we would 

like children to consider the environment by themselves.

We measured the program’s achievements through the 

positive feedback we received from viewers.

Comments showing affi rmative actions such as “Let’s collect 

trash from the sea because marine life suffers.” and “Don’t 

litter.” were good indicators we had accomplished our goals.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Japanese

•  Genre:

Animation and live action

•  Broadcaster or release media:

TV Setouchi Broadcasting

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Aochi Ai

Producer

Benesse Corporation

•  Organization(s):

Benesse Corporation

TV Setouchi Broadcasting

The Answerstudio Co., Ltd.

Dash Co., Ltd.

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Benesse Corporation

•  Type of business:

Educational Institution

•  Contact person:

Ms. Aochi Ai

Producer
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Audiovisual Works: Pre-school I-040

WHAT’S ON YOUR HEAD?
Barrister DURATION 5'22"

Gold Wala • United Kingdom

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

WHAT’S ON YOUR HEAD? is a brand new show exploring the 

different things that people wear on their heads for religious, 

cultural, professional and safety reasons to help curious 

children understand the world around them. 

From hijabs to lawyer’s wigs, scuba masks to fi refi ghter 

helmets—the series uses a fun combination of live action 

and animation to celebrate diversity, humanise difference and 

explain the reasons why people decide to put something on to 

cover their head or face.

In this episode, Alexandra shows us her barrister’s wig. She 

explains why she loves her wig so much and what it means to 

be able to wear it.

Educational Aims

Inspired by young children seeing every adult around them 

donning face masks to protect themselves from the coronavirus 

and the call for greater diversity and representation of minority 

groups, WHAT’S ON YOUR HEAD? was conceived as a brand 

new format that tackled these issues for children in a positive, 

engaging and bright way.

Featuring a line-up of diverse talent including racing driver 

and reigning Women Series champion Jamie Chadwick, 

Sikh model Rajvatan Singh Rathour, the fi rst black woman to 

become a Church of England bishop, Rose Hudson-Wilkin and 

the @essexbarrister Alexander Wilson, each episode aimed to 

dispel stereotypes and ensure that young children saw positive, 

approachable representation from across multicultural society.

The result was an instant hit, doubling its audience after 

the fi rst episode with a true mix of regional and socioeconomic 

backgrounds, a real achievement for a new brand show on a 

children’s channel.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

English

•  Genre:

Factual Entertainment

•  Broadcaster or release media:

CBeebies

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Mr. Faraz Osman

Managing Director

Gold Wala

Executive Producers: Faraz Osman and 

Jess De Santis

Series Producer: Kate Monaghan

•  Organization(s):

Gold Wala

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Gold Wala

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Mr. Faraz Osman
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I Japan Prize 2021

Audiovisual Works: Pre-school I-042

MORNING STORY
The Lonely Porcupine DURATION 8'11"

Miracle Mushroom Co.,Ltd. • Thailand

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

The children will bring the audience to the story of the lonely 

porcupine who wants to have friends. He fi nds a magic tree 

that can gives him friends as many as he likes.

What will he do with all the friends he has? Let’s fi nd out.

Educational Aims

A new way of storytelling that let the children bring their own 

imagination to their story.

They have to think, tell, and listen to what the other kids 

said so they can continue telling the story to the end. They can 

practice working as a team. The target group audience also 

can think and imagine along side with the kids in the show. So, 

it is a story by the kids for the kids.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Thai

•  Genre:

Studio Show

•  Broadcaster or release media:

ALTV4

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Issada Aisiri

Managing Director

Miracle Mushroom Co.,Ltd.

Co-Producer: Yanee Oin

•  Organization(s):

Miracle Mushroom Co.,Ltd.

ALTV4

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Miracle Mushroom Co.,Ltd.

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Issada Aisiri

Managing Director
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Audiovisual Works: Pre-school I-043

HERO ELEMENTARY
Ep. 137 “AJ’s Extra Superpower” DURATION 22'00"

Twin Cities Public Television (TPT) • United States

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

HERO ELEMENTARY features a diverse cast of characters, 

set in an urban town that is inclusive of all races and abilities. 

One of the main characters, AJ Gadgets, happens to be on 

the autism spectrum. In this episode a young girl learns 

about AJ’s autism, noticing the challenges for him but also 

appreciating the positive aspects of it, seeing autism as AJ’s 

extra superpower. AJ’s unique abilities save the day twice 

within this two-part story.

AJ’s friends go beyond merely accepting AJ’s autism; they 

see him as a valuable member of their hero team. Together 

this Crew of super kids demonstrates teamwork, resiliency, 

and scientifi c thinking as they rise to the occasion, fi gure 

things out and save the day, one problem at a time.

Educational Aims

In creating this episode of Hero Elementary, researchers 

sought to understand if we would be able to inform or change 

children’s perceptions of autism. So they conducted formal 

testing. Prior to showing the episode, researchers asked 113 

children ages 5-8 if they knew of anyone with autism or knew 

what it meant. After these children watched the episode, AJ’s 

Extra Superpower, researchers asked them more questions 

about their attitudes and understanding around autism.

The study revealed that most children at this age had 

not heard of autism or had misunderstandings about it. But 

after watching the show, children’s understanding of autism 

grew, and, most interestingly, their views of autism changed 

positively. What’s even more exciting is that some kids started 

listing AJ as their favorite because of his autism. A fi rst-grader 

in the study said that his favorite character was “AJ because 

he has the extra autism power!”

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

English

•  Genre:

Animation

•  Broadcaster or release media:

PBS

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Carol-Lynn Parente

Executive Producer

Twin Cities PBS

Executive Producers: Carol-Lynn 

Parente, Christine Ferraro, Joan Freese, 

Lisa Olfman, Joy Rosen

•  Organization(s):

Twin Cities Public Television

Portfolio Entertainment Inc.

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Twin Cities Public Television (TPT)

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Maryelizabeth Pfund

Associate Producer
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Finalists’ Works

Note:  The following pages are from the original entry sheets. No corrections have been made (except for typos).

No.
Title

Entering Organization  Country/Region

E-001
MUM IS POURING RAIN

Laïdak Films France

E-014

SHAKSHUKA
Effi e’s Game

Israeli Public Broadcasting Corporation (KAN-IPBC) Israel

E-028

THE ANNE FRANK VIDEO DIARY
Hell on Earth

NTR (NPS/Teleac/RVU) Netherlands

E-029
@KALINKA08 - PLEASE GET IN TOUCH

Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen (ZDF) Germany

E-030

AWESOME HOMEWORK
Shinsuke Yoshitake

NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation) Japan

E-038

TALKING HEADS - SEASON 2
Marie Claire, Sven, Jairo & Betiel

Keplerfi lm Netherlands

E-044

JIGSAW
The Garbage girl

Be Amazing Edutainment Co., Ltd. Thailand

E-049
PTS YOUTH NEWS: WHAT IS LAW?

Taiwan Public Television Service Foundation (PTS) Taiwan

E-057
ULTRA:BIT LIVE

Danmarks Radio (DR) Denmark

E-062

BEASTS OF ASIA
Ep1. Training in pairs

Korea Educational Broadcasting System (EBS) Republic of Korea

E-067
UMBRELLAS

Moukda Production France

E-069

TRAVELER TALE
Bruno and his new family

Punta Mulata Producciones (Punta Mulata) Colombia

Audiovisual Works Primary Division
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Messages from Preliminary Selection Jurors

“It is very impressive to see so many diversifi ed genres and works in one division. Each 

of those programs tries to motivate or to inspire young viewers from different angles. No 

matter what the results are, the intentions and efforts of the production teams should 

be recognized. And the exchanges among programs through activities like Japan Prize 

should be increased. After all, those exchanges and recognitions contribute greatly to the 

generation of innovative ideas and ingenious programs, which, in turn, will effectively 

benefi t the audience.”

“The Japan Prize has been for me since some years an opportunity to peek into the 

abundance of views, approaches, concerns and aesthetics of content produced around 

the world; but having the privilege of being part of the preliminary selection jury has 

expanded this experience in a way that I couldn’t imagine. It’s amazing to see how similar 

the objectives to create a content could be and yet the ways to reach them are so varied, 

imaginative and surprising.

And to all this is added the pandemic that appears in some works as theme and 

motivation, today more than ever is clear the importance of creating quality content that 

responds to the challenges we are going through as a species.”

“I was really surprised when I saw all of these quality items from different countries, 

different cultures. I saw that problems and topics which are focused are same for many 

nations; psychological, social, economical and political effects of pandemia & COVID-19, 

mass environmental problems, domestic violence for several reasons, social & economical 

marginalization, gender equity, identity & decomposition problems, peer violence. To face 

these topics shows me one more time that we are not alone. All these experiences, when 

they are shared, will guide us to fi nd solutions for these common problems. Japan Prize 

helped me to see these different experiences from different cultures. Thank you very much 

to make me part of this process.”

“These are diffi cult times for producers of video materials. For makers of documentaries, 

especially, many things are harder now. Despite this, we received a large number of richly 

innovative entries. In some, people participated online. Quite a few also took the COVID-19 

pandemic itself as their theme. It was truly hard to whittle these entries down but, in the 

end, rather than works of high visual quality, we tended to opt for programs that addressed 

the particular needs of our times. Also, we looked for cheerful programs that addressed 

even serious issue in a forward-thinking way. The decisions were hard but I also enjoyed 

the process immensely as a person engaged in program-production work. I felt empathy 

with and respect for every program maker.”
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E JAPAN PRIZE 2021

Audiovisual Works: Primary E-001

MUM IS POURING RAIN
 DURATION 26'00"

Laïdak Films • France

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

This Christmas special relates the story of Jane, a tenacious 

8-years-old, who thinks she will spend the holidays with her 

mom who is going through a little depression, but to her 

surprise is sent to her Grandma’s instead, in the countryside. 

Against all odds, Jane’s holidays turn out to be a real 

adventure. There, she meets Cloclo, a gigantic bum with equal 

talent for jokes and music.

Educational Aims

One can easily imagine what a young girl today (Jane, 8 yo) 

would be like, if she had to face the slightly twisted world of 

parents, and their daily life hassles.

Her mother is going through a slight depression, but hey, it 

happens. How could an 8 year-old like her react, when she still 

has no clue about the complexity of adult life and its throes?

Our goal with Mum is pouring rain is not to present a 

tear-jerker, it’s really quite the opposite. The story drags us 

into a fanfare of adventure and comedy, and ode to Life and 

sharing, fi lled with nature, music, and gastronomy. This stay in 

the countryside, although imposed on Jane, will be liberating 

for her. She will build strong friendships, and learn from her 

friends through fun, listening, and observation.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

French

•  Genre:

Animation

•  Broadcaster or release media:

Canal+, TV5 Monde, RTS, Theatrical

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Mr. Ivan Zuber

Laïdak Films

•  Organization(s):

Laïdak Films

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Laïdak Films

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Mr. Ivan Zuber
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SHAKSHUKA
Effi e’s Game DURATION 22'37"

Israeli Public Broadcasting Corporation (KAN-IPBC) • Israel

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

The series created by Avner Bernheimer and Asia Levtov, 

inspired by the books of Galia Oz and directed by Aviad Kedar, 

became a favorite with millions of children and their parents. 

The stories told are full of heart and humor, presented from 

the perspective of the youngsters and touching upon personal, 

family and social dramas of a group of kids from the same 

school class. In this episode, when the girls go off to dance and 

the boys to play soccer, Effi e decides that she wants to play 

with the boys. Dookie and Dotan do not like the idea, because 

Effi e does not really know the rules. Micha and Michelle come 

to her defense.

Educational Aims

The series about a less than perfect girl with less than perfect 

friends from less than perfect families, a less than perfect 

school and a less than perfect world, which is precisely what 

makes life so captivating. Problems cannot always be solved, 

endings are not always happy, the good guys do not always 

win and it is not always fair, but that is what makes everything 

so much more interesting and, above all, genuine. Kids are in 

this way taught what exactly our reality is about.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Hebrew

•  Genre:

Drama

•  Broadcaster or release media:

KAN Israeli Public Broadcasting 

Corporation

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Shula Spiegel

Producer

Shula Spiegel Productions

•  Organization(s):

Israeli Public Broadcasting Corporation, 

KAN

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Israeli Public Broadcasting Corporation 

(KAN-IPBC)

•  Type of business:

Broadcaster

•  Contact person:

Ms. Sara Gaon

Head of Acquisitions
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THE ANNE FRANK VIDEO DIARY
Hell on Earth DURATION 19'40"

NTR (NPS/Teleac/RVU) • Netherlands

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

The fi rst fi ve episodes of The Anne Frank video diary tell the 

story of her period in the Secret Annex, ending in 1944 with 

the arrest of the people in hiding. But the story of Anne, her 

family and the other people in hiding continues after this event. 

That is the story we want to tell in this series.

Educational Aims

What if Anne Frank had a vlogging camera instead of a diary? 

The success of The Anne Frank video diary has brought 

her story to the attention of young people everywhere. The 

responses to the series show that people from all over the 

world young and old are touched by the personal and moving 

way in which Anne has been brought back to life.

The fi rst fi ve episodes tell the story of her period in the Secret 

Annex. In the last three episodes Anne is no longer fi lming but 

is being fi lmed as she looks back through her thoughts on the 

last six months of her life in the camps. Through her eyes we 

see the events happening around her. Anne’s fi nal months 

were a succession of hardships humiliations illness and death. 

This is an interpretation of the story as Anne might have told it 

based on sources and witness statements.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Dutch, German

•  Genre:

Drama

•  Broadcaster or release media:

NTR

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Mr. Frank de Horde, Mr. Tim Vloothuis

Every Media

•  Organization(s):

NTR

Entering Organization

•  Name:

NTR (NPS/Teleac/RVU)

•  Type of business:

Broadcaster

•  Contact person:

Ms. Jacqueline Bollebakker

Secretariat
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@KALINKA08 
- PLEASE GET IN TOUCH
 DURATION 36'26"

Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen (ZDF) • Germany

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

Who is Kalinka08? In a chat message she reports about 

domestic violence. Is it true or maybe a fake? Might she 

urgently need help? Sofi a and her friends are worried. Despite 

lockdown restrictions they arrange a meeting and plan to fi nd 

Kalinka. When Joha, Sofi as crush joins them, things get tricky 

because he realizes immediately that Kalinka08 is his little 

sister Lilja. He skillfully tries to cover it up, but Sofi a insists. 

She and her little brother Eli are determined to help. Should 

they have involved Yacine, their loving father?

Meanwhile, the domestic situation of the siblings Lilja and 

Joha turn worse. The situation threatens to escalate when their 

father Phillip loses his temper. Lilja cannot stand it anymore 

and is running away from home. The mother, Sonja, comforts 

Joha and they fi nally realize things cannot go on like this.

Educational Aims

With this fi lm, the children’s programme of ZDF is dedicated 

to the topic of experiences of violence in families. Specifi cally, 

public awareness of how domestic violence affects children 

should be increased. Furthermore, affected children should 

understand there’s outside support. The special aim of this 

project is to give children a voice and to show them options 

for action when they feel threatened or with lack support 

in the family. This was prompted by the worrying reports of 

increasing violence during the lockdown. 

In the fi lm, the experience of physical and psychological 

violence is palpable. It is about an unstable family that is 

thrown into turmoil by the circumstances created by the 

Corona crisis. Only the beginning of a spiral of violence within 

a family is depicted and kept to a minimum in the scenes. The 

story is consistently told from a child’s perspective.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

German

•  Genre:

Documentary

•  Broadcaster or release media:

KIKA

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Darina Seng

Studio Zentral Produktion

Producers: Mr. Lasse Scharpen, Mr. 

Lucas Schmidt

•  Organization(s):

Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen

StudioZentral

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen (ZDF)

•  Type of business:

Broadcaster

•  Contact person:

Ms. Gudrun Borenberg

International Affairs, Festival 

Coordinator
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AWESOME HOMEWORK
Shinsuke Yoshitake DURATION 3'00"

NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation) • Japan

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

In the “Awesome Homework” series, adults who are prominent 

in diverse professions set homework that stirs children’s 

curiosity. The show began airing in May 2020, when people 

in Japan were staying home because of the fi rst surge of 

coronavirus cases. The adult setting the homework in this 

episode is the award-winning picture-book artist Yoshitake 

Shinsuke. Keen to be involved but unable to shoot in a studio, 

he fi lmed himself setting a fascinating, unusual homework 

challenge from his own home. Yoshitake encouraged kids 

to create their own private places in their homes and to 

create their own private secrets. After the broadcast, highly 

imaginative responses from kids came one after another.

Educational Aims

In 2020, the pandemic robbed children of opportunities to 

learn, trapped them at home, and left them bewildered, angry, 

and unable to express themselves. This program was designed 

to stimulate children’s powers of imagination and thereby free 

them from the stress of confi nement, help them to be kind to 

themselves, and give them a chance to express their interests 

freely. The program also sends the message that there are 

adults who recognize the children’s thoughts and feelings. 

After the government lifted a state of emergency, 17 science 

museums in Japan held special interactive exhibitions as a 

spinoff from the program. Thousands of children participated. 

Also, in August 2020 NHK aired a documentary about children 

who responded to the homework challenges. With the future 

unclear, we want the program to give kids the joy of getting 

engrossed in something and the joy of having unexpected 

experiences.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Japanese

•  Genre:

Animation

•  Broadcaster or release media:

NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Nakazawa Yoko

Senior Producer, Unit 6 Media Design, 

Program Production Department

NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)

Producer: Moriuchi Daisuke

Executive Producer: Tanaka Mizuto

•  Organization(s):

NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)

Entering Organization

•  Name:

NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)

•  Type of business:

Broadcaster

•  Contact person:

Ms. Hori Mayuko

Senior Producer, Global Content 

Development Division, Programming 

Department
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TALKING HEADS - SEASON 2
Marie Claire, Sven, Jairo & Betiel DURATION 15'00"

Keplerfi lm • Netherlands

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

In Talking Heads, a diversity of children take a seat in the 

barber’s chair of hairdresser Marko. Through the mirror 

we watch their new haircuts take shape, as we listen to 

what’s going on in their heads: their view on the world, their 

concerns and the things in life that really makes them happy. 

Whether they talk about hope, love, anxiety or growing up, the 

conversations in Talking Heads are always heart-to-heart and 

without fi lter. The children eventually leave with a fresh new 

haircut and having shared their funny and moving stories full 

of anecdotes that are recognisable for both children and their 

parents.

Educational Aims

In TALKING HEADS we are peeking straight through the mirror 

as a diversity of children—ranging from 8 to 12 years old—

get a fresh haircut and share their personal stories. In a frank 

manner, they open up to the hairdresser about a great diversity 

of theme’s: loss, grieving, illness, their love life, gender, talents, 

dreams, loved ones and much more. The endearing stories 

present their way of relating to the world and present us with 

a—often moving as well as hilarious—look inside the heads 

of a variety of children. How does this generation view itself? 

How does it look at the world and at the future? Watching 

the children talk as they look at themselves in the mirror, the 

show brings along inspiration and broadens the horizon of the 

viewers.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Dutch

•  Genre:

Documentary

•  Broadcaster or release media:

VPRO

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Mr. Derk-Jan Warrink

Producer

Keplerfi lm

Producer: Koji Nelissen

•  Organization(s):

Keplerfi lm

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Keplerfi lm

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Cherise Kneefel

Production Coordinator
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JIGSAW
The Garbage girl DURATION 23'00"

Be Amazing Edutainment Co., Ltd. • Thailand

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

The documentary tells the story of the children’s lives. You 

will see the differences in each child, from different origins, 

different stories. We compare children to jigsaw puzzles which 

have one’s own identity. Each puzzle has different shapes, 

patterns, and colors. If all puzzles are put together, there will 

be a perfect picture, but if one of the pieces is missing, the 

picture will not be complete.

The story will be presented based on abilities, competence, 

and mentality of the children, to inspire audiences to see the 

importance and self-worth happy in life. This will be a driving 

force to the audience, whether children or parents.

In this episode, it’s a story of JenNim, a Cambodian girl who 

is living in Thailand. She helps her mom collect garbage and 

sell it. She has never felt embarrassed, and also proud to be a 

part of helping her family and the world.

Educational Aims

The goal of the show is to have the participating children and 

the audience realize the importance and value of themselves 

and other’s. It will make them proud and want to be better 

persons, including to be understanding and have compassion 

for friends in society. Moreover, the show wants to inspire 

adults in society around children to show the importance and 

understanding of the diversity of people which will lead to 

perspective and understandably treating diverse children and 

truly reach children.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Thai

•  Genre:

Documentary

•  Broadcaster or release media:

THAI PUBLIC BROADCASTING SERVICE 

(THAI PBS)

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Warinnet Termsirikamol

Be Amazing Edutainment Co., Ltd.

•  Organization(s):

Be Amazing Edutainment Co., Ltd.

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Be Amazing Edutainment Co., Ltd.

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Pichsinee Sirichotchumnarn
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PTS YOUTH NEWS: WHAT IS LAW?
 DURATION 11'30"

Taiwan Public Television Service Foundation (PTS) • Taiwan

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

Through animations, we’ve adapted some well-known cases 

in Taiwan that many people online don’t understand, trying to 

infuse the law and legal logic into young people’s minds and 

help them to speculate.

In the episode, the police offi cer, Lin Zhi-cheng, got a call 

saying someone tried to wreck and steal a car in the suburbs. 

However, when he arrived at the scene, the drunk perpetrator 

began to throw stones at him and some passers-by and even 

attempted to run away in the patrol car. In utter chaos and 

without support, Lin Zhi-cheng chose to fi re his gun but shot 

the perpetrator dead accidentally. Do you think that he is 

guilty?

Educational Aims

With animations and the host’s facetious style, we’ve adapted 

some well-known cases in Taiwan that many people online 

don’t understand, allowing the perpetrators, victims, lawyers, 

and judges to have a say. We’re trying to help young people 

speculate from different points of view. With some speculation, 

the audience can not only learn some legal knowledge but also 

set their bias aside to fi nd our contemporary civic values in a 

reasonable discussion.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Chinese

•  Genre:

Animation

•  Broadcaster or release media:

Taiwan Public Television Service 

Foundation

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Yen-Ju Lai

Taiwan Public Television Service 

Foundation

•  Organization(s):

Taiwan Public Television Service 

Foundation

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Taiwan Public Television Service 

Foundation (PTS)

•  Type of business:

Broadcaster

•  Contact person:

Ms. Michelle Lin
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ULTRA:BIT LIVE
 DURATION 45'00"

Danmarks Radio (DR) • Denmark

Video

Synopsis and Storyline

ultra:bit LIVE was a 45 minutes live educational show 

broadcasted on YouTube. It was presented by the famous 

Danish host Sofi e Oestergaard who invited children from 

schools across Denmark to participate and share their tech-

creations in the show. The children had created their own 

super animals using technology and inspiration from real 

animals.

In the show the host looked at some of the super animals 

both with a tech-expert and an animal expert. During the show 

there were also engaging competitions, video explainers about 

animals and chats with the host and experts. 

In the end the best super animal was announced, and the 

winner class joined the show live on facetime.

The show was produced after a long period of lock down 

due to coronavirus. The classes were joining the show from 

their schools and were able to interact with the host in the 

studio via chat, Facetime, and telephone.

Educational Aims

15,000 children from all over Denmark participated in ultra:bit 

LIVE—including children from as far away as Greenland. The 

show reached in total 725 classes from 260 different schools. 

The children created and shared more than 1700 tech super 

animals.

The children were supported by the teaching material, 

which gave them inspiration to combine technology and 

creativity with their knowledge of Danish animal.

The purpose of the ultra:bit project is to enable children to 

create with technology and not only be users of technology. 

We therefore base most of our teaching materials on a design 

process, which is an inquiry-based approach for structuring 

learner-centered design challenges.

The aim is to get the children to think in creative processes 

with technology and understand that they can design the world 

they live in themselves.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Danish

•  Genre:

Webcast (YouTube livestream)

•  Broadcaster or release media:

DR’s YouTube Channel

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Camilla Balslev Nielsen

Events & Partnership

Danmarks Radio

•  Organization(s):

Danmarks Radio

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Danmarks Radio (DR)

•  Type of business:

Broadcaster

•  Contact person:

Ms. Camilla Balslev Nielsen

Events & Partnership
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BEASTS OF ASIA
Ep1. Training in pairs DURATION 18'40"

Korea Educational Broadcasting System (EBS) • Republic of Korea

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

Ever met a talking Beast?

That’s the question Storyhunters ask of anyone fi nding their 

way into Cocoon, their online world of stories. The Storyhunters 

are in search of beings like them: beasts who take human 

shape, like in the old stories. The stories they uncover come 

from different Asian countries, and recall ancient animal myths 

told there. Like this one, from Korea:

Long, long ago a bear and a tiger both wanted to become 

human. The Son of Heaven promised to give them human 

shape if they could endure for 100 days in the dark, eating 

only mugwort and garlic. The tiger soon gave up. But the bear 

persisted, and became the woman Ungnyeo.

In the present-day drama, veteran schoolgirl archer Eunho’s 

confi dence is broken by the brilliance of her newbie training 

partner. In despair she almost gives up. Can she somehow 

summon the spirit of Ungnyeo, the bear-woman?

Educational Aims

Beasts of Asia is an international drama coproduction led by 

EBS Korea, refl ecting the everyday adventures and emotions 

of children and early adolescents, and with a main target 

audience of 9-12 year-olds. 

Each 20 minute episode touches on very contemporary 

problems experienced by children in Asia today—for example, 

rural/urban divides, poverty, environmental degradation, 

bullying, and excessive competitiveness—while also showing 

how ancient animal myths can live on in young people’s lives 

today.

We believe that by reintroducing these beautiful Asian 

myths, much less well-known than their Western equivalents, 

the dramas express a specifi cally Asian sensitivity and 

understanding of the world. We hope that the dramas will help 

young people to celebrate human wildness, to see that we 

humans are part of nature, and to know that this connection 

can be a source of creativity and power.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Korean

•  Genre:

Drama

•  Broadcaster or release media:

Korea Educational Broadcasting 

System (EBS)

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Hyunsook Chung

Executive Producer/ Edu Content Dept.

Korea Educational Broadcasting 

System (EBS)

•  Organization(s):

Korea Educational Broadcasting 

System (EBS)

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Korea Educational Broadcasting 

System (EBS)

•  Type of business:

Broadcaster

•  Contact person:

Ms. Hyunsook Chung

Executive Producer/ Edu Content Dept.
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Audiovisual Works: Primary E-067

UMBRELLAS
 DURATION 12'00"

Moukda Production • France

Film

Synopsis and Storyline

In a faraway land where the rain never stops, six-year-old 

Kyna spends her days playing carelessly under the protective 

“umbrella-beard” of her father, Din. One night, Kyna’s beloved 

dog Nana disappears. To fi nd her, Kyna will embark on an 

adventure of self-discovery and face her great fear, the Rain.

Educational Aims

A little girl grows up under the protective “umbrella-beard” 

of her father. Umbrellas is a tale about self-improvement and 

overcoming our fears by facing them.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

No dialogues

•  Genre:

Animation

•  Broadcaster or release media:

First screening in a festival, on August 

24th, 2020, Italian festival “Imaginaria”

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Diana Hentulescu

Producer

Moukda Production

•  Organization(s):

Moukda Production

Bigaro Film

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Moukda Production

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Mikhal Bak

Film’s festivals agent
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TRAVELER TALE
Bruno and his new family DURATION 7'18"

Punta Mulata Producciones (Punta Mulata) • Colombia

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

Traveler Tale is a series in which a group of children, with 

marked cultural differences and who do not know each other, 

actively participate and build a story collaboratively. The central 

axis of the series is the Traveler Tale, a fl ying book that travels 

through Colombia in search of children to write the most 

creative stories on the pages. What the children create and 

narrate is represented through animations, in 2D Cut Out 

technique in an entertaining, funny and striking way, supported 

by representations made by themselves and moments in 

which the narrator speaks to the camera in.

Educational Aims

Traveler Tale seeks to create interest in reading and writing on 

children, inviting viewers to create their stories and propose 

possible outcomes to the story that is presented on television, 

for this purpose a participatory approach is proposed, in 

which they are the same Children who create, assemble and 

construct the story freely and spontaneously, it is they who 

mobilize the narration and give meaning to what happens on 

the screen and at the same time generating awareness on 

issues such as gender equality, environmental awareness, 

bullying, friendship and respect for others, to name some.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Spanish

•  Genre:

Hybrid (Live action + Animation)

•  Broadcaster or release media:

Señal Colombia - RTVC Play

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Juana González

Executive Producer

Punta Mulata Producciones

•  Organization(s):

Punta Mulata Producciones

Radio y Television de Colombia – Señal 

Colombia

Ministerio de Cultura de Colombia 

ANTV

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Punta Mulata Producciones (Punta 

Mulata)

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Juana González

Executive Producer
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Finalists’ Works

Note:  The following pages are from the original entry sheets. No corrections have been made (except for typos).

No.
Title

Entering Organization  Country/Region

Y-002
BULLET-LACED DREAMS

Brigade Productions Inc. (Brigade Prods.) Philippines

Y-003

IT WAS NOT SUPPOSED TO HAPPEN
The sex tape

Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation (NRK) Norway

Y-004
FAST FASHION

Premieres Lignes Television France

Y-007
GROOMING

Channel Encuentro (Encuentro) Argentina

Y-008
MATILDA AND THE SPARE HEAD

Miyu Distribution France

Y-009
I AM GRETA

Westdeutscher Rundfunk (WDR) Germany

Y-010

I’LL GO ON LIVING TILL I DIE
Music of gratitude from Kobe

Yomiuri Telecasting Corporation (YTV) Japan

Y-013

TEENAGE BOSS
Episode 1 - Latifa

McAvoy Media Australia

Y-022
HOW TO BE AT HOME

National Film Board of Canada (NFB) Canada

Y-026
A NIAN

Phoenix Satellite Television (Phoenix TV) China

Y-029
AB 18! LUISA

Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen (ZDF) Germany

Y-033
BULADÓ

Keplerfi lm Netherlands

Y-053
BYKIDS: FAITH’S WORLD

BYkids United States

Audiovisual Works Youth Division
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Messages from Preliminary Selection Jurors

“The challenges that young people are facing are presented in the 2021 Youth Division 

entries through a mix of explainers, animation and investigation. The films take into 

consideration the urgency facing today’s generation like no others before them. They balance 

the grief of losing loved ones with fighting for the environment. Themes included social 

media abuse and the impact of bullying online, traffi cking, and most importantly: knowing 

your rights, skills, and ethics. Films also had a strong theme of addressing colonizing 

environments and ancestral values in young people’s lives. The creativity of continuing to 

work resourcefully through lockdowns and the pandemic is evident. The 2021 Youth Division 

holds the community up as a light, is inclusive, and empowers young people.”

“The entries in the Youth Division all have high production values. They strongly exhibit originality 

and creativity. These entries present their audiences with interesting content. The topics of 

discussion are issues affecting today’s youth including the COVID-19 Pandemic. These entries 

are highly entertaining and engaging. Many entries encourage a love of learning and curiosity. 

They deliver ideas in a motivating way that fosters and encourages lifelong learning in the 

viewer. This content provides the viewer with a diversity of different perspectives. The characters 

in the content are highly developed and relatable for the proposed target audience. All the 

entries are extremely well structured and presented to a very high standard. All the fi lmmakers 

who submitted their work should be commended, proud and congratulated for the effort.”

“Programs on Youth Division have rich content, cover many issues in life and offer 

different educational lessons for young people to access: doing what they believe is right, 

being aware of the world around them, new ways of studying, or giving warnings on 

young people decision making. I am impressed by how fi lmmakers over the world have 

devoted their passion and creativity to programs for youth. So many of their works have 

successfully convey different perspectives, outstanding expressions, clear educational 

messages with attractive way of storytelling to young audiences. Regardless of the fi nal 

result, I believe that all the entries of Youth Division this year deserve to be honored for 

their efforts in making educational programs for young people.”

“The COVID-19 pandemic had a massive impact this year. I want to express my respect 

for the producers all over the world who innovated in so many ways to make programs 

that would enable young people to carry on learning, and who gave birth to new modes 

of expression even while contending with diffi cult restrictions on the production side. The 

programs addressed shared global challenges, including the pandemic, diversity, issues 

raised by social media, climate change, and poverty. The fact that producers around the 

world are thinking and making programs about these same subjects both shows how 

important it is to persist with these issues and provides a glimmer of hope that progress 

is being made. Many programs revealed how young people of the world have forged 

connections and worked together even during the pandemic, and those efforts have given 

these programs in turn the power to effect further change.”
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Audiovisual Works: Youth Y-002

BULLET-LACED DREAMS
 DURATION 29'28"

Brigade Productions Inc. (Brigade Prods.) • Philippines

Film

Synopsis and Storyline

Bullet-Laced Dreams follows 14-year-old Chricelyn Empong 

and the indigenous Lumad children as they defend their right 

to education in Mindanao, the southernmost island of the 

Philippines. Incessant armed confl icts between the Duterte-

led government and communist rebels pushed these kids to 

transfer from place to place just to continue their schooling. 

Chricelyn and her classmates end up in the capital city of 

Manila, where they pursue their studies and at the same time 

protest for the end of martial law so they can go back to their 

ancestral home. The confl icts separate Chricelyn from her 

family, but despite facing hardship, displacement and tragedy, 

she vows to fi ght for her indigenous way of life and right to an 

education.

Educational Aims

This fi lm aimed to inform the public about the struggles and 

challenges that the indigenous Lumad children face in the 

Philippines, and show that despite having hurdles in their 

education, these kids will fi ght for their right to education. 

Despite having dangerous threats against their lives, these 

Lumad children know the value of education because it would 

make them more capable in addressing the issues their 

community is facing. The fi lm also aimed to show the public 

the need to give attention to what the indigenous children of 

Mindanao are facing, and compel them to take a stand against 

oppression.

This short documentary had its world premiere at the Global 

Visions section of the 2020 DMZ International Documentary 

Festival, and was screened locally at the Daang Dokyu: 

Festival of Philippine Documentaries and the 2020 Mindanao 

Film Festival.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Filipino, Visayan

•  Genre:

Documentary

•  Broadcaster or release media:

DMZ International Documentary 

Festival

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Mr. Kristoffer Brugada

Director / Producer

Brigade Productions Inc.

Producer: Cha Escala

Executive Producers: Amy Hobby, 

Mridu Chandra, Caitlin Mae Burke, 

Chloe Gbai, Amelia Hapsari

•  Organization(s):

Brigade Productions Inc.

Tribeca Film Institute

If/Then Short Documentary Program

In-Docs

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Brigade Productions Inc. (Brigade 

Prods.)

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Mr. Kristoffer Brugada

Director / Producer
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Audiovisual Works: Youth Y-003

IT WAS NOT SUPPOSED TO HAPPEN
The sex tape DURATION 7'36"

Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation (NRK) • Norway

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

In every episode of It was not supposed to happen we tell a 

true story about sexual abuse or assault. The episode The sex 

tape is about 17 year old Nadia and her experience with a 

sex tape that is fi lmed and shared without her knowledge. 

The consequences are dramatic for both her and the teenage 

perpetrator. By telling this story we hope to prevent young 

people from making the wrong choices, and at the same time 

reassure victims that what has happened to them is illegal and 

not their fault.

Educational Aims

In this series we present fi ve true stories about sexual assault. 

The stories were found in Norwegian court documents, and 

the goal of the series is to teach teenagers about consent and 

consequences of misconduct. The storytelling is simple and 

inspired by “true crime”. The host (Lydia Gieselmann) tells the 

story in her own words. She has also made the illustrations.

The series was binge published February 22nd on NRK, 

and was published on YouTube and Snapshows week by 

week to reach the young target group. We have received 

a lot of feedback from both teenagers and adults who have 

shared their own story about sexual abuse. This subject is 

unfortunately more relevant than ever. Norway is one of the 

countries in the world with the most widespread smart phone 

use amongst teens, and court documents show that sexual 

abuse over the internet and social media is increasing.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Norwegian

•  Genre:

Documentary

•  Broadcaster or release media:

Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation 

(NRK)

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Mr. Michael Ulriksen

Producer, Unormal, DDIV

Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation

Producer: Hege Kaalvik Stromsnes

•  Organization(s):

Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation 

(NRK)

•  Type of business:

Broadcaster

•  Contact person:

Ms. Mari Langva

Project Manager, Unormal, DDIV
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Audiovisual Works: Youth Y-004

FAST FASHION
 DURATION 53'42"

Premieres Lignes Television • France

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

Creating a dress for ten euros in Europe, in less than a 

fortnight. It’s not only possible, but it’s becoming the norm. 

Since the fashion industry went down the path of fast-

fashion, it’s always both faster and cheaper no matter the 

consequences.

Educational Aims

The fashion industry is now worth a whopping $3 trillion, and 

experts predict a consumption increase of 60% for the next 10 

years. The general public knows today that the production of 

cheap fashion is very polluting, and relies on the exploitation 

of workers. At the same time, fast fashion brands have never 

made so much profi t. Our documentary works as an eye 

opener, deciphering the economic factors, the marketing 

techniques, and the psychological motives that push us to buy 

more and more. The main victims are the young consumers, 

even though they are more and more alerted to global 

warming. The fi lm describes the weight of the social networks, 

notably the infl uencers, in the youth behavior. Solutions 

should be implemented to make textile consumption more 

sustainable, and education is key, from a young age, to try to 

escape from aggressive marketing practices, greenwashing 

and thus avoid waste.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

English

•  Genre:

Documentary

•  Broadcaster or release media:

ARTE France

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Mr. Luc Hermann

Premieres Lignes Television

•  Organization(s):

Premieres Lignes Television

ARTE France

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Premieres Lignes Television

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Mathilde Bongeat
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Audiovisual Works: Youth Y-007

GROOMING
 DURATION 46'27"

Channel Encuentro (Encuentro) • Argentina

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

Grooming is a telefi lm that mixes fi ction, documentary and 

dance addressing the issue of sexual harassment towards 

children, teenagers and young people on the Internet.

Educational Aims

-  Spread about the existence of the grooming

-  Alert about the dangers of sexual harassment towards 

children, adolescents and young people on the Internet

-  Show and advise on some ways to prevent it

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Spanish

•  Genre:

Documentary

•  Broadcaster or release media:

Channel Encuentro

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. MONICA SIKORA

RRPP

PAKAPAKA

•  Organization(s):

Channel Encuentro

Mulata Films

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Channel Encuentro (Encuentro)

•  Type of business:

Broadcaster

•  Contact person:

Ms. MONICA SIKORA

RRPP

PAKAPAKA
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Audiovisual Works: Youth Y-008

MATILDA AND THE SPARE HEAD
 DURATION 13'09"

Miyu Distribution • France

Film

Synopsis and Storyline

This is a story about a girl who wants to be the smartest 

person in the world. When all the things she’s learned can no 

longer fi t in one head, her mother buys her a backup one. Two 

heads are better than one but Matilda soon becomes confused 

which head should she wear at what time and loses the 

second head shortly after. It is uncertain what would happen if 

not for a ball that accidentally fl ows in through her window. It 

changes Matilda forever.

Educational Aims

The fi lm is talking about a little girl who wants to be the 

smartest person in the world and her mother has to buy 

a backup head for her since the original one can no longer 

learn more. The director wants to talk about the educational 

problem in our society that children spend too much time on 

just leaning things instead of living their happy childhood.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Lithuanian

•  Genre:

Animation

•  Broadcaster or release media:

Miyu Distribution

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Marija RAZGUTE

M-Films

•  Organization(s):

M-Films

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Miyu Distribution

•  Type of business:

Distribution Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Luce GROSJEAN
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Audiovisual Works: Youth Y-009

I AM GRETA
 DURATION 90'32"

Westdeutscher Rundfunk (WDR) • Germany

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

The story of teenage climate activist Greta Thunberg is 

told through compelling, never-before-seen footage in this 

documentary following her rise to prominence and her global 

impact as she sparks school strikes and protests around the 

world.

Educational Aims

The fi lm shows, how ambition, passion and persistence can 

mobilize people and initiate important changes.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Swedish

•  Genre:

Documentary

•  Broadcaster or release media:

Das Erste

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Cecilia Nessen

B-Reel-Films

•  Organization(s):

Westdeutscher Rundfunk

Sudwestrundfunk

Ostdeutscher Rundfunk Brandenburg

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Westdeutscher Rundfunk (WDR)

•  Type of business:

Broadcaster

•  Contact person:

Ms. Rosa Bellinghausen
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Audiovisual Works: Youth Y-010

I’LL GO ON LIVING TILL I DIE
Music of gratitude from Kobe DURATION 46'00"

Yomiuri Telecasting Corporation (YTV) • Japan

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

In spring 2019, a man who vigorously conveyed the memory 

of the Great Hanshin Earthquake to the younger generations 

died of terminal cancer. Approaching his spectacular life.

Educational Aims

The program documents the man’s way of life, presenting 

his way of coming to terms with his disaster experience, and 

reconfi rming the power of music that affects people.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Japanese

•  Genre:

Documentary

•  Broadcaster or release media:

Yomiuri Telecasting Corporation

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Horikawa Masako

News Division: Chief Producer

Yomiuri Telecasting Corporation

•  Organization(s):

Yomiuri Telecasting Corporation

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Yomiuri Telecasting Corporation (YTV)

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Horikawa Masako

News Division: Chief Producer
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Audiovisual Works: Youth Y-013

TEENAGE BOSS
Episode 1 - Latifa DURATION 27'00"

McAvoy Media • Australia

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

What happens when a teenager takes responsibility for the 

family’s fi nances for a month? In the Australian version of 

Teenage Boss we fi nd out.

Through a series of set scenes designed to track the ups 

and downs of a teenager suddenly thrust to being in charge 

of the family’s fi nances and all the layers that follow, Teenage 

Boss shows in a light hearted, warm and nurturing way how 

capable kids can be as they struggle with their family budgets, 

and usually their family as well in order to save enough money 

to buy a dream item that they otherwise wouldn’t normally be 

able to afford.

Unexpected expenses make the journey a rocky one. Within 

the family, the normal parent-down power dynamics are turned 

on their head, giving lessons which run far deeper than money 

alone for parents, the teen and the rest of the family.

Educational Aims

We are diverse in age, gender, socio-economics as well as size 

and type of family. This casting diversity is essential to create 

the diversity of content as each individual and each family 

reacts in a different way to the set format points.

Throughout the series, the teens learn a true appreciation 

for the money they fl ippantly spend, the effort their parents 

put in to look after them and of the underlying skills of 

responsibility they never knew they had. Invariably they learn 

the error of their spending ways, and see the folly of their 

materialism in the light of what they’ve had to do, and put their 

family through in order to chase their prize.

It’s all about the Teens feeling empowered throughout the 

experiment that they are in charge. They are a Teenage Boss!

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

English

•  Genre:

Documentary

•  Broadcaster or release media:

ABC

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Mr. John McAvoy

McAvoy Media

•  Organization(s):

McAvoy Media

Entering Organization

•  Name:

McAvoy Media

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Samantha Sealey
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Audiovisual Works: Youth Y-022

HOW TO BE AT HOME
 DURATION 4'00"

National Film Board of Canada (NFB) • Canada

Film

Synopsis and Storyline

Lean into loneliness—and know you’re not alone in it. 

Filmmaker Andrea Dorfman reunites with poet Tanya Davis to 

craft tender and profound animation on the theme of isolation, 

providing a wise and soaringly lyrical sequel to their viral hit 

How to Be Alone.

Educational Aims

This fi lm can be used to:

-  Discuss the impact of the global pandemic on mental health 

and the loneliness epidemic on youth and adults.

-  Identify and discuss the key emotions of loneliness and loss 

of social connection and eliminate the stigma of loneliness.

-  Build a vocabulary to speak about mental health and 

describe emotions and feelings to build self-awareness and 

awareness of others. 

-  Discuss and develop tools and methods of support that can 

be provided to parents, teachers, and youth, enabling them 

to reach out to others who may be feeling anxious, lonely, 

and depressed.

-  Be a media creator through the creation of images about 

personal experiences and feelings during the pandemic to 

cope with feeling of loneliness.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

English

•  Genre:

Animation

•  Broadcaster or release media:

Festivals (premiere at Annecy) & online 

(on nfb.ca)

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Annette Clarke

National Film Board of Canada

•  Organization(s):

National Film Board of Canada

Entering Organization

•  Name:

National Film Board of Canada (NFB)

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Elise Labbe

Festivals and Audience Development
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Audiovisual Works: Youth Y-026

A NIAN
 DURATION 30'40"

Phoenix Satellite Television (Phoenix TV) • China

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

“Superman saves the world, but only I could save my 

grandma’s live.” After the outbreak of the COVID-19, all 

four family members of young woman A Nian were sent to 

different places for quarantine. A Nian and her grandma 

became confi rmed cases. Grandma was sent to Huoshenshan 

Hospital, while A Nian was kept in Fangcang Hospital. Since 

the condition of grandma was getting worse, recovering A Nian 

decided to transfer to Huoshenshan Hospital without a second 

thought, in the hope of providing a better care to her grandma 

and bringing her home.

Educational Aims

“A Nian” told a story of an infected girl, A Nian, decided 

to move from Fangcang Hospital to more complicated 

Huoshenshan Hospital in order to provide better care for her 

grandma during the pandemic in Wuhan. For a few months, 

she has witnessed pains of many broken families, while saw 

people’s perseverance and optimism in facing the disaster. 

It made her grow up from an innocent girl quickly. This 

programme was created during the pandemic. It recorded the 

growth of a girl in a special circumstance with a special form 

of interview. The emotion is raw and true. The story fi ts the 

current time and is able to win empathy from the audience. It 

can promote personal growth and provide signifi cant value to 

the development of the society.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Chinese

•  Genre:

Documentary

•  Broadcaster or release media:

Phoenix Satellite Television

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Mr. Tianyi PEI

Phoenix Satellite Television

Executive Producer: Mr. Weimin ZHU

•  Organization(s):

Phoenix Satellite Television

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Phoenix Satellite Television (Phoenix 

TV)

•  Type of business:

Broadcaster

•  Contact person:

Ms. Milly Au Yeung

The Chief Editor’s Offi ce
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Y Japan Prize 2021

Audiovisual Works: Youth Y-029

AB 18! LUISA
 DURATION 45'15"

Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen (ZDF) • Germany

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

At the beginning of 2019, Luisa, age 22, organized the fi rst 

major climate strike in Berlin. The geography student stands 

out from her group right from the start. She is eloquent, 

telegenic and scientifi cally adept. The media make her the 

German Greta. Luisa becomes the face of the largest German 

youth movement, although the majority do not want it to have 

a face at all.

While Fridays for Future Germany is still debating its 

structure and principles, Luisa sits on TV talk shows, meets 

state presidents and wants to make the European election a 

climate election.

A longterm observation of the beginnings of a political 

infl uencer, the power of a new generation and the diffi culty of 

being on strike until action is taken.

Educational Aims

A longterm observation of the beginnings of a political 

infl uencer, the power of a new generation and the diffi culty of 

being on strike until action is taken.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

German

•  Genre:

Documentary

•  Broadcaster or release media:

ZDF German Television/3sat

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Mr. Erik Winker

Producer

Corso Film

•  Organization(s):

Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen (ZDF)

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen (ZDF)

•  Type of business:

Broadcaster

•  Contact person:

Ms. Gudrun Borenberg

International Affairs, Festival 

Coordinator
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Audiovisual Works: Youth Y-033

BULADÓ
 DURATION 86'00"

Keplerfi lm • Netherlands

Film

Synopsis and Storyline

Headstrong girl Kenza lives with her father Ouira and 

grandfather Weljo on a car wrecking yard in the countryside 

of Curacao. The two men are opposites that don’t particularly 

attract: Ouira is a determined and rational police offi cer, while 

Weljo identifi es with the original inhabitants and spirituality of 

the island. As Weljo wishes to prepare his passing to the world 

of spirits, the relationship between Ouira and Weljo starts to 

escalate and the eleven-year-old Kenza searches for her 

own path in-between the two extremes. The down-to-earth 

and avoidant mentality of Ouira no longer offers her all that 

she needs and slowly she opens up to the more mystical and 

comforting traditions of her grandfather.

Educational Aims

Buladó is set on the Antilles: a place where Western and 

South American worlds meet. Such a cultural mixture provides 

an interesting basis for the theme of the fi lm. The story was 

derived from an old slave saga that was passed on in the 

family of director Eche Janga for generations, fi nally ending 

up with him. By bringing this story to the big screen, he hopes 

to open eyes to the beauty and power of the underexposed 

stories of a shared colonial history and to broaden the horizon 

of the viewers. Furthermore, Buladó tells the story of a girl 

who is at the start of her individual growth: she discovers her 

freedom to choose and to act according to what she thinks is 

right. The girl is trying to fi nd her own place in the world, as all 

newly adolescent children are.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Papiamento, Dutch

•  Genre:

Drama

•  Broadcaster or release media:

Theatrical

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Mr. Derk-Jan Warrink

Producer

Keplerfi lm

•  Organization(s):

Keplerfi lm

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Keplerfi lm

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Cherise Kneefel

Production Coordinator
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Audiovisual Works: Youth Y-053

BYKIDS: FAITH’S WORLD
 DURATION 26'49"

BYkids • United States

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

16-year-old Faith Guilbault from Baltimore, Maryland loves 

skydiving, horseback riding and has walked the runway at 

Fashion Week in New York City. She is also one of 61 million 

people in the United States living with a disability. Guilbault 

is visually impaired and has cerebral palsy, which affects her 

ability to move and maintain balance and posture, yet she does 

not want anyone to feel sorry for her. She is resilient, hard-

working and determined to realize her dreams. With guidance 

from fi lmmaker Joyce Chopra, Guilbault shines light on her 

world, inviting viewers to focus on the similarities rather than 

differences between people living with and without a disability.

Educational Aims

Reaching 246 million viewers and students through the 

national television broadcast and partnerships with PBS 

LearningMedia, Discovery Education and PenPal Schools.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

English

•  Genre:

Documentary

•  Broadcaster or release media:

PBS/WNET

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Holly Carter

Executive Director

BYkids

•  Organization(s):

BYkids

Entering Organization

•  Name:

BYkids

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Holly Carter

Executive Director
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Finalists’ Works

Note:  The following pages are from the original entry sheets. No corrections have been made (except for typos).

No.
Title

Entering Organization  Country/Region

L-005
SCARS

Zadig Productions France

L-008

COLONIA DIGNIDAD
4 episodes

Westdeutscher Rundfunk (WDR) Germany

L-013
THE UGLY SIDE OF BEAUTY

The Moving Visuals Co. (TMVC) Singapore

L-020
PASSAGE TO EUROPE

KOUZI PRODUCTIONS Greece

L-021
VIRAL

gebrueder beetz fi lmproduktion Berlin GmbH Germany

L-023
THE MAGNITUDE OF ALL THINGS

National Film Board of Canada (NFB) Canada

L-024
SWAN LAKE BATH BALLET

Corey Baker Dance United Kingdom

L-031
FUKUSHIMA MONOLOGUE

NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation) Japan

L-037
STORKMAN

Rise And Shine World Sales Germany

L-050
DYING TO DIVORCE

Dying to Divorce_ LTD United Kingdom

L-052
US KIDS

Hard Working Movies (HWM) United States

Audiovisual Works Lifelong Learning Division
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Messages from Preliminary Selection Jurors

“The quality and the diversity of the entries are impressive. The variety of topics—from 

environmental issues to sexual education, COVID, gender equality, respect for diversity, 

immigration—is remarkable. 

The entries seem very well balanced in different aspects: they represent producers from 

different geographical areas and origin, as well as public service and private broadcasters, 

small producers and big media companies. They refl ect the most relevant issues of our 

times, with important educational goals like teaching humanity, empathy and to respect 

others. The Division presents a rich panorama of audiovisual production, as it is composed 

by works from different genres: from documentary to drama and animation series. It 

reveals current trends in broadcasting with examples of absolute excellence.”

“There are many diffi culties in the world. Racism, gender gap, unconscious bias, poverty, all 

discrimination... In order to get rid of them and to deepen their understanding, journalists 

from all over the world have not stopped even with this corona disaster. Toward a “society 

where everyone can live comfortably” and “a society where no one is left behind”. That 

strong feeling was conveyed from each work, and it was diffi cult to judge. We would like 

to pay tribute to all the creators of all the works, not just those who have been selected 

as fi nalists. I hope that each form leads to understanding, which reduces discrimination, 

diffi culty and leads to next someone’s courage.”

“Every work was full of passion and conviction, and deeply stimulating for this program 

producer. As anticipated, the terrible impact of the global pandemic was evident in 

many of the works received. Together with the rapid social changes, new perspectives 

and production methods have also begun to emerge. What I felt this year’s works most 

exemplifi ed, however, was a basic, unchanging value of the video media, namely the power 

to convey the voices of those who have no voice, including the young, women, minorities, 

and forgotten witnesses of history. These works listen seriously to the voices of those 

who have been ignored, pick up and deliver their messages, and shed startling light on 

the issues. Perhaps the call to hear diverse voices has never been more needed than it is 

today.”
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Audiovisual Works: Lifelong Learning L-005

SCARS
 DURATION 66'00" 

Zadig Productions • France

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

This fi lm tells the tale of men and women that we look at with 

diffi culty and gives voice to the destroyed faces, identities 

riddled with chance or destiny. 

Malformed fi gures from birth, faces ravaged by the 

accidents of life. How does one live under the weight of 

difference? What can the most disturbing singularity tell us 

about our common humanity?

This fi lm is a face to face. A face to face between the 

characters and the viewer, but also between the characters 

and themselves. Scars takes place in the mythical French 

photography studio “Harcourt” which, since 1934, has seen 

some of the biggest movies stars. A temple of glamour, a 

sanctuary of beauty. During a photo shoot, each character 

of this fi lm will have a chance to recapture the look on 

themselves. An opportunity to get revenge while they’re not 

looked at with respect and consideration.

Educational Aims

Excluded amongst the excluded, disfi gured people don’t exist, 

they are literally off screen, out of sight and of mind, beyond 

our feelings and thought. This social isolation wounds the 

victim’s entire sense of identity.

Documentary fi lms often give voice to those from whom we 

don’t usually hear. This fi lm gives voice to those that we don’t 

see, the faceless. It is a means of reclamation, seeking to give 

visibility to those who have lost it.

In all countries and cultures, people with damaged faces 

are the victims of social isolation. And it’s because this 

discrimination is universal that it concerns every one of us, 

especially the young.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

French

•  Genre:

Documentary

•  Broadcaster or release media:

France 2

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Felicie Roblin

Producer

Zadig Productions

•  Organization(s):

Zadig Productions

Studio Harcourt

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Zadig Productions

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Nadine Belkacemi

Production Assistant
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Audiovisual Works: Lifelong Learning L-008

COLONIA DIGNIDAD
4 episodes DURATION 208'34"

Westdeutscher Rundfunk (WDR) • Germany

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

The documentary in 4 episodes “Colonia Dignidad” dives into 

the abyss of the German sect Colonia Dignidad—the so called 

“Colony of Dignity”. This “archive of hell” consists of several 

hundred hours of fi lm and sound material from people within 

the colony. It tells the story of a religiously shaped community 

from the beginning in the late 50s in West Germany followed 

by the emigration to Chile where the colony was built and 

organized under the leadership of the self-appointed preacher 

Paul Schaefer.

Educational Aims

The fi lm illustrates how subjugation and blind obedience can 

destroy people physically and psychologically.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

German

•  Genre:

Documentary

•  Broadcaster or release media:

ARTE

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Gunnar Dedio

CEO

Looks Film

•  Organization(s):

Westdeutscher Rundfunk

Sudwestrundfunk

ARTE

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Westdeutscher Rundfunk (WDR)

•  Type of business:

Broadcaster

•  Contact person:

Ms. Rosa Bellinghausen
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Audiovisual Works: Lifelong Learning L-013

THE UGLY SIDE OF BEAUTY
 DURATION 47'55" 

The Moving Visuals Co. (TMVC) • Singapore

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

All that glitters is not gold. In India, thousands of miners risk 

their health and lives to search for mica, the mineral that 

creates the shimmer and shine in makeup.

Educational Aims

This documentary is an eye-opening look at a hidden world 

that is rarely discussed. Cosmetics are used by millions 

of people around the world everyday and yet, there are still 

so many things to learn about this industry. We dig deep to 

present a perspective that is rarely talked about, providing a 

critical analysis of a complex problem, from child labour and 

tribal issues, to supply chains and ethical mining.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

English

•  Genre:

Documentary

•  Broadcaster or release media:

CNA

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Sumitra Gopal

The Moving Visuals Co.

•  Organization(s):

The Moving Visuals Co.

Entering Organization

•  Name:

The Moving Visuals Co. (TMVC)

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Geraldine Bautista
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Audiovisual Works: Lifelong Learning L-020

PASSAGE TO EUROPE
 DURATION 48'47" 

KOUZI PRODUCTIONS • Greece

Film

Synopsis and Storyline

For 30 years now, Fotis Psycharis has been a primary teacher 

at a state elementary school in the heart of Athens. Refl ecting 

the diversity of the neighborhood population, the majority of 

his pupils are refugee and immigrant children from Africa, the 

former USSR, the Balkans, the Middle East, and Asia, who 

often regard Greece as an unavoidable but also convenient 

stop on their journey across Europe. Cultural differences, the 

lack of a common language, the Ramazan, Bollywood, the life 

lessons learned during the rehearsals for the graduation day 

performance, the hopes and fears for the future, all make up 

the unique reality of this class, consisting of 17 pupils from 7 

countries.

Educational Aims

The jury who awarded the fi lm in San Francisco wrote about 

it: Passage to Europe is an intimate portrait of Fotis Psycharis, 

whose passion for teaching is matched only by his compassion 

for his charismatic students. The fi lmmaker’s extraordinary 

access and skilled technique takes the viewer past the 

infl ammatory rhetoric surrounding global refugees to open 

hearts and minds to the resilient children facing unimaginable 

hardship. 

Additionally Professor Angie Hobbs FRSA, Professor of the 

Public Understanding of Philosophy, University of Sheffi eld: 

This is a beautiful fi lm, which with great delicacy and skill 

shows the power of understated goodness to engender hope 

and effect transformation in both individuals and communities. 

You will be rooting for these children and their inspirational 

teacher to succeed. His deployment of theatre and philosophy 

in the classroom to develop understanding and empathy 

makes a compelling case for the importance of the Humanities 

in our schools.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Greek

•  Genre:

Documentary

•  Broadcaster or release media:

San Francisco Greek Film Festival

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. DIMITRA KOUZI

Director/Producer CEO

KOUZI PRODUCTIONS

•  Organization(s):

KOUZI PRODUCTIONS

Entering Organization

•  Name:

KOUZI PRODUCTIONS

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. DIMITRA KOUZI

Director/Producer CEO
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Audiovisual Works: Lifelong Learning L-021

VIRAL
 DURATION 85'00"

gebrueder beetz fi lmproduktion Berlin GmbH • Germany

Film

Synopsis and Storyline

Composed entirely of videos uploaded to social media over 

the course of 2020, VIRAL tells the story of a rapidly changing 

world. Through the eyes of 7 protagonists in their early 20’s 

we follow a new generation, coming to age in unprecedented 

times. Each of the protagonists has a long cherished dream 

they plan to accomplish, but as the year unfolds the world 

around them starts to change dramatically: news of a novel 

virus emerges, Black Lives Matter Protests take to the streets, 

the US elects a new president, and an economic crisis is 

looming on the horizon. As the protagonists try to fi nd their 

way in this increasingly unforeseeable future, they turn to 

Social Media to communicate and express themselves, while 

documenting everything from long distance relationships, 

to job loss and fi nancial hardships, to surprising political 

awakenings.

Educational Aims

The spectator is taught how to act collectively and renounce 

individual needs and freedoms. To protect the world and one’s 

fellow human beings. A very educational fi lm told from a 

intimate perspective of young people. The protagonists can be 

seen as role models who show that one must not lose hope in 

diffi cult times and that they are not alone with their problems 

and existential fears and that better times will come. And what 

individual paths can be chosen out of moments of crisis. A 

hopefully documentary with different fates.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

English

•  Genre:

Documentary

•  Broadcaster or release media:

Theatrical

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Mr. Christian Beetz

gebrueder beetz fi lmproduktion Berlin 

GmbH

•  Organization(s):

gebrueder beetz fi lmproduktion Berlin 

GmbH

diVsagi

Entering Organization

•  Name:

gebrueder beetz fi lmproduktion Berlin 

GmbH

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Yara Hueck Costa
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Audiovisual Works: Lifelong Learning L-023

THE MAGNITUDE OF ALL THINGS
 DURATION 85'00"

National Film Board of Canada (NFB) • Canada

Film

Synopsis and Storyline

When Jennifer Abbott lost her sister to cancer, her sorrow 

opened her up to the profound gravity of climate breakdown. 

Abbott’s new documentary The Magnitude of All Things 

draws intimate parallels between the experiences of grief—

both personal and planetary. Stories from the frontlines of 

climate change merge with recollections from the fi lmmaker’s 

childhood on Ontario’s Georgian Bay. What do these stories 

have in common? The answer, surprisingly, is everything.

For the people featured, climate change is not happening 

in the distant future: it is kicking down the front door. Battles 

waged, lamentations of loss, and raw testimony coalesce into 

an extraordinary tapestry, woven together with raw emotion 

and staggering beauty that transform darkness into light, grief 

into action.

Educational Aims

This fi lm can be used to:

-  Critically examine the impact of climate change on 

communities around the world such as Australia’s wildfi res 

and dying Great Barrier Reef, to the island nation of Kiribati, 

drowned by rising sea levels, Nunatsiavut’s melting ice 

permanently altering the landscape, and the Amazon 

rainforest, where Indigenous people are fi ghting a battle 

against oil and mining extraction.

-  Explore the concept of ecological grief, the feeling of loss 

and suffering caused by the disappearance and extinction of 

species and ecosystems.

-  Expose our addiction to material wealth in the name of 

progress to squash the inherent rights of Indigenous nations 

and others who connect with the belief that living in balance 

with and respecting nature will ensure the well-being of 

human existence far into the future.

-  Challenge the dominant climate conversation to include 

how people are feeling to examine the full weight of climate 

change on human lives.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

English, Spanish, Kichwa

•  Genre:

Documentary

•  Broadcaster or release media:

Festivals (premiere at VIFF, see list in 

press kit)

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Shirley Vercruysse

National Film Board of Canada

•  Organization(s):

National Film Board of Canada

Cedar Island Films

Flying Eye Productions

Entering Organization

•  Name:

National Film Board of Canada (NFB)

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Elise Labbe

Festivals and Audience Development
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Audiovisual Works: Lifelong Learning L-024

SWAN LAKE BATH BALLET
 DURATION 3'30" 

Corey Baker Dance • United Kingdom

Video

Synopsis and Storyline

A contemporary take on the classic SWAN LAKE, fi lmed 

entirely remotely during lock down in the (fi lled) bathtubs of 27 

dancers from around the world. Choreographed and directed 

by Corey Baker.

Educational Aims

Swan Lake Bath Ballet celebrates creativity, ingenuity and 

what can be done in the most confi ned of situations—locked 

down, with only a bathroom to dance in and a mobile phone 

to fi lm it with.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

n/a

•  Genre:

Dance

•  Broadcaster or release media:

BBC

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Anne Beresford

Producer

Corey Baker Dance

•  Organization(s):

Corey Baker Dance

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Corey Baker Dance

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Anne Beresford

Producer
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Audiovisual Works: Lifelong Learning L-031

FUKUSHIMA MONOLOGUE
 DURATION 49'00" 

NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation) • Japan

TV

Synopsis and Storyline

After the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power 

Station in March 2011, everyone living nearby was ordered 

to evacuate. But Matsumura Naoto stayed put, becoming the 

only person left in his town. For 10 years, he has taken care of 

animals abandoned by the people who left. Only a few people 

have returned, but reconstruction is in full swing, changing the 

town beyond recognition. Meanwhile, Matsumura discovers 

what’s truly important as he encounters the area’s nature 

and animals and refl ects on his memories of the town. In 

Fukushima Monologue, we hear his story.

Educational Aims

Ten years after the Great East Japan Earthquake, this thought-

provoking story was designed to show the Fukushima nuclear 

accident’s legacy and the cycle of life with beautiful images 

of nature of the region. Viewers are invited to ask themselves 

about the natural disaster, the nuclear plant and their lives. 

Through its depiction of a man who struggles alone to regain 

a precious, irreplaceable normality, we want to give viewers a 

chance to consider where they can fi nd hope at a time when 

the coronavirus pandemic has left them anxious about an 

unclear future.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Japanese

•  Genre:

Documentary

•  Broadcaster or release media:

NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Miyamoto Sachiko

Managing Producer, Content 

Production & Programming Division, 

NHK WORLD Department

NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)

Executive Producers: Miyamoto 

Sachiko, Tajima Toru

•  Organization(s):

NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)

NHK Educational Corporation

Entering Organization

•  Name:

NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)

•  Type of business:

Broadcaster

•  Contact person:

Ms. Hori Mayuko

Senior Producer, Global Content 

Development Division, Programming 

Department
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Audiovisual Works: Lifelong Learning L-037

STORKMAN
 DURATION 76'00" 

Rise And Shine World Sales • Germany

Film

Synopsis and Storyline

Shot in the wing by hunters, 28 years ago, Stork Malena was 

left crippled and grounded for ever. Stjepan saved her life. Ever 

since, the two of them have been spending time together.

In 2002 Malena found the love of her life on the roof of 

Stjepan’s garage. Klepetan, as Stjepan named him, returns to 

Malena every year and together they have raised more than 

60 baby storks. Alas, every autumn brings a sad farewell—

together with other storks Klepetan sets out on a long journey 

to Africa.

Without Stjepan taking care of her, Malena wouldn’t be able 

to survive winter and welcome her Klepetan back. And what 

about Stjepan, what would he do without Malena? Years go by, 

seasons change, bitter autumns follow joyous springs. This is a 

story of Malena, Klepetan and Stjepan, and their deep devotion 

for one another... and also about profound loneliness.

Educational Aims

Love and caring is most important in live. Without, we could 

not survive. Not as a human being neither as an animal.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Croatian

•  Genre:

Documentary

•  Broadcaster or release media:

HRT, RTV Slovenia

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Maja Pek

Producer

Antitalent

•  Organization(s):

Antitalent

Tramal fi lms

Transmedia Production

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Rise And Shine World Sales

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Anja Dziersk

Festival Manager
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Audiovisual Works: Lifelong Learning L-050

DYING TO DIVORCE
 DURATION 80'44" 

Dying to Divorce_ LTD • United Kingdom

Film

Synopsis and Storyline

More than one in three Turkish women experience domestic 

abuse and the number of femicides is rising. But some 

Turkish women are fi ghting back. Ipek, a courageous lawyer, 

is determined to challenge this misogynistic trend by putting 

abusive men behind bars.

Working with a group of activists, Ipek fi ghts to get 

justice for two survivors of horrifi c assaults: Arzu, married 

at 14 and Kubra, a successful TV presenter. Ipek struggles 

not only against a biased legal system but an increasingly 

repressive government. After an attempted coup, there is an 

unprecedented crackdown on dissenting voices, leaving Ipek, 

like thousands of other lawyers, fearing imprisonment.

Shot over 5 years, the fi lm takes viewers into the heart of 

Turkey’s gender-based violence crisis and the political events 

that have severely eroded democratic freedoms. Through 

intimately shot personal stories, the fi lm gives a unique 

perspective on the struggle to be a woman in modern Turkey.

Educational Aims

We want to educate the world about the problem of domestic 

violence and femicide but also look at how you can overcome 

those obstacles.

The fi lm also explores in detail the social and political 

factors that make these problems worse.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

Turkish

•  Genre:

Documentary

•  Broadcaster or release media:

Arte / WDR / NRK / DR

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Sinead Kirwan

Producer

Enemy Films / Dying to Divorce

Directed, Produced and Filmed by 

Chloë Fairweather

Producers: Seda Gokce and Ozge 

Sebzeci

Coproducer: Elisabeth Kleppe 

Executive Producers: Christina Asquith, 

Natasha Dack Ojumu and Leslie Finlay

•  Organization(s):

Dying to Divorce_ LTD

Westdeutscher Rundfunk and Arte

Aldeles

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Dying to Divorce_ LTD

•  Type of business:

TV/Film Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Sinead Kirwan

Producer

Enemy Films / Dying to Divorce
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Audiovisual Works: Lifelong Learning L-052

US KIDS
 DURATION 96'00"

Hard Working Movies (HWM) • United States

Film

Synopsis and Storyline

From Kim A. Snyder, director of the Peabody Award-winning 

documentary Newtown, comes an insightful, rousing coming-

of-age story of a generation of youth leaders determined to 

take the reins and fi ght for justice at a most critical time in 

our nation’s history. Sparked by the plague of gun violence 

ravaging their schools, Us Kids chronicles the March For Our 

Lives movement over the course of several years, following X 

Gonzalez, its co-founders, survivors and a group of teenage 

activists as they pull off the largest youth protest in American 

history and set out across the country and globally to build an 

inclusive and unprecedented youth movement that addresses 

gun violence prevention, racial justice, a growing public health 

crisis and shocking a political system into change.

Educational Aims

In 2020, during our festival year, we took part in a Summer 

Drive-In Screening series, a Youth Voter Engagement Event 

and even enlisted Cher (the singer/actress/activist) as an 

Executive Producer.

We have a robust educational outreach plan and are 

working with the educational distributor, Good Docs to make 

this happen. In the Fall of 2021 and beyond, we will embark on 

a high school/college/university screening tour across the US, 

but will make the fi lm available internationally for schools. We 

are working with Blue Shift to create curriculum for schools. 

The fi lmmaker and some of the youth subjects from the fi lm 

will be available for Q&As and when appropriate we will put 

together panels to speak to the issues within the fi lm.

Production Information

•  Original language(s):

English

•  Genre:

Documentary

•  Broadcaster or release media:

Cargo Releasing - International | 

Greenwich Entertainment - US

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Lori Cheatle

President & Founder/Producer/

Executive Producer

Hard Working Movies

Producers: Maria Cuomo Cole, Kim 

A Snyder

•  Organization(s):

Hard Working Movies

We Call BC LLC

Entering Organization

•  Name:

Hard Working Movies (HWM)

•  Type of business:

Educational Institution

•  Contact person:

Ms. Lori Cheatle

President & Founder/Producer/

Executive Producer
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Finalists’ Works

Note:  The following pages are from the original entry sheets. No corrections have been made (except for typos).

No.
Title Media

Entering Organization  Country/Region

D-005
INSPIRE HIGH Application Software

Inspire High, Inc. Japan

D-007
AGENCE Game App.

National Film Board of Canada (NFB) Canada

D-012

LOGO! NEWS:DATE 35 YEARS AFTER CHERNOBYL 
- PROS AND CONS OF NUCLEAR POWER

Website

Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen (ZDF) Germany

D-014
MISSION US: PRISONER IN MY HOMELAND Web Game

The WNET Group United States

D-021
MYRIAD. WHERE WE CONNECT. I VR EXPERIENCE Application Software

Interactive Media Foundation gGmbH (IMF) Germany

Audiovisual Works Digital Media Division
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Messages from Preliminary Selection Jurors

“The submitted digital projects show different ways of using the fi rst person to tell stories 

generating identifi cation with the characters and their plots. Non-linear narratives and their 

different forms of interactivity broaden dialogic participation, displaying the current ways 

of reading and writing the world, which is not necessarily scriptural. This allows new forms 

of literacy that do not necessarily refer to the technology of the printing press and the 

broadcasting media. The use of exploration and immersion through play shows other forms 

of non-sequential knowledge production that respond to learning based on trial and error, 

the use of strategies and decision making. The recognition work of the new generations 

that have implemented the development from the previous research and subsequent 

testing is of uttermost importance; this is the only possible way to establish dialogues with 

current childhoods and youths transformed by digital culture.”

“An impressive set of entries this year, and very challenging to choose between them. What 

has stood out for me are the entries that either inspire empathy for the situations of other 

people, and further our understanding of the human condition, and those entries which 

have sought to reduce barriers (in many cases that already existed) that were thrown into 

sharp relief by the global COVID-19 pandemic.”

“Watching Japan Prize 2021 entries made me aware of the power of digital media; it has 

power to change viewer/user’s way of thinking and behavior, and it has defi nitely changed 

way of teaching and learning. Many entries were very inspiring but available only in one 

language, so I hope they will be in other languages as well in the future.”

“I was especially impressed this time while judging the Japan Prize’s Digital Media Division 

by how people around the world are looking for ways to reduce the distances that separate 

us, whether of region, language, time, disability, or other causes. Producers of the world are 

pooling their skills and wisdom to address the issues and discover solutions. The themes 

of the nominated works are not the issues of any one country but shared challenges that 

face every country alike. Digital technology has provided us with new techniques and 

platforms for connecting separated societies. Many of the works embody the compassion 

and creativity that are needed for people all over the world to overcome their diffi culties 

and divisions. Thank you to everyone for teaching me so much.”
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D Japan Prize 2021

Audiovisual Works: Digital Media D-005

INSPIRE HIGH
 URL https://www.inspirehigh.com/

Inspire High, Inc. • Japan

Synopsis and Storyline

Inspire High connects pre-teen and teenage youth to the 

world’s leading creative minds.

Our Mission:

To inspire teenagers across the globe

Our Vision:

A society where everybody can choose a unique, fulfi lling 

life and feel connected to others and the world.

Our Approach:

To deliver an educational experience where leading creative 

professionals and teenagers around the world mutually inspire 

each other, and discover their creativity and core life values.

Feature 1

Inspiring:  Real-time dialogue with adults you don’t usually 

meet.

Feature 2

Interactive:  Exploring answers to essential questions.

Feature 3

Accessible:  Access via app from anywhere in the world.

Educational Aims

Inspire High enhance 21st century skills to teenagers by joining 

creative, interactive and inspiring live streaming sessions.

1.  Curiosity by encountering creative professionals from all 

over the world

2.  Creativity by creating output which guides provide members

3.  Team-working by giving and receiving feedback from same 

generations

Achievements by Inspire High:

1.  Self-understanding

2.  Building career paths

3.  Motivation to learn

Application 
Software

Production Information

•  System Requirements:

Smartphone (iOS 12.0 later / Android 

8.0 later)

PC / Tablet (accessible with web 

browsers except Internet Explorer)

•  Language(s):

Japanese

•  Target age category:

Youth/Lifelong Learning

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Mr. Sugiura Taichi

Inspire High, Inc.

•  Organization(s):

Inspire High, Inc.

Entering Organization 

•  Name:

Inspire High, Inc.

•  Type of business:

EdTech contents production company

•  Contact person:

Mr. Sugiura Taichi

https://www.inspirehigh.com/
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Audiovisual Works: Digital Media D-007

AGENCE
 URL https://www.agence.ai/

National Film Board of Canada (NFB) • Canada

Synopsis and Storyline

Would you interfere with intelligent life? Agence is an 

interactive experience that places the fate of artifi cially 

intelligent creatures in your hands. In their simulated universe, 

you have the power to observe, and to interfere. Maintain the 

balance of their peaceful existence or throw them into a state 

of chaos as you move from planet to planet. Watch closely and 

you’ll see them react to each other and their emerging world. 

Once you meet the Agents, their story will never be the same.

Educational Aims

This interactive fi lm can be used to:

-  Discuss the role of Artifi cial Intelligence (A.I.) in storytelling 

and interactive media: A.I. characters in Agence redefi ne 

roles, opening up opportunities for a different relationship 

between the viewer and the characters in the fi lm.

-  Discuss the difference between learning vs. programming 

and how selected characters are playing roles through 

programming and how some selected characters are playing 

roles through reinforcement learning A.I. that go beyond 

their programming. 

-  By exploring the simulated world of Agence, to observe, 

manipulate and gain a glimpse of the factors that might 

infl uence how intelligent beings co-exist, the experience 

asks us how and why do we make the decisions that we do? 

And what factors might impact our decision making?

Game App.

Production Information

•  System Requirements:

Need a VR Headset (HTC Vive, Occulus 

Rift, etc)

For system requirements, see link: 

https://store.steampowered.com/

app/1308040/Agence/

•  Language(s):

English with French, Spanish, German, 

Korean, Japanese and simplifi ed 

Chinese subtitles

•  Target age category:

Youth/Lifelong Learning

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Mr. David Oppenheim

National Film Board of Canada

•  Organization(s):

Transitional Forms

National Film Board of Canada (NFB)

Entering Organization 

•  Name:

National Film Board of Canada (NFB)

•  Type of business:

Film Production/Digital Project

•  Contact person:

Ms. Elise Labbe

Festivals and Audience Development

https://www.agence.ai/
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Audiovisual Works: Digital Media D-012

LOGO! NEWS:DATE 35 YEARS 
AFTER CHERNOBYL - PROS AND 
CONS OF NUCLEAR POWER
 URL https://www.zdf.de/kinder/logo-newsdate

Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen (ZDF) • Germany

Synopsis and Storyline

This episode asks whether nuclear power plants should remain 

in service because of climate reasons or not. 

In order to fi nd an answer, the two hosts research relevant 

arguments, interview experts and exchange arguments in a 

discussion. Exciting question for the viewer. Will they hold on to 

the opinion which they held at the beginning of the episode or 

can they be convinced by the arguments of the opposite side? 

Or is there no clear pro or con?

Additionally, explanatory graphics show how many nuclear 

power plants are still providing energy in Germany and they 

illustrate why nuclear waste creates certain problems.

The video is a reliable source of information for young 

people, it delivers serious data und constructive arguments 

as a basis to form their own opinion on an issue. In the 

commentary section of YouTube and also at the media library it 

obtained more than 1,000 commentaries.

Educational Aims

Our new format logo! news:date focuses on a specifi c topic. 

Examples. Should young people be able to vote in parliamentary 

elections at the age of 16? Should children and young people 

be vaccinated before elderly people? Should there be a boycott 

of the soccer world championships in Qatar?

In logo! news:date young people fi nd a reliable source 

of information, with serious data, constructive arguments 

enabling them to form their opinion on an issue. 

The discussion of a topic can be continued in the 

commentary section of YouTube and at the media library. 

The aim is to strengthen a discourse culture being 

threatened by populism nowadays, conspiracy theories or social 

bots. Young people realize that controversial discussions can be 

held without blaming another person or without hating them. 

The format should enable young people to discuss topics 

with their peers and adults at eye level.

Website

Production Information

•  System Requirements:

https://www.zdf.de

•  Language(s):

German

•  Target age category:

Youth/Lifelong Learning

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Mr. Simon Kaiser

Founder and Director

Klein aber

•  Organization(s):

ZDF Germany Television

Klein aber

HER Produktion

Entering Organization 

•  Name:

Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen (ZDF)

•  Type of business:

Broadcaster

•  Contact person:

Ms. Gudrun Borenberg

International Affairs, Festival 

Coordinator

https://www.zdf.de/kinder/logo-newsdate
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Audiovisual Works: Digital Media D-014

MISSION US: 
PRISONER IN MY HOMELAND
 URL https://www.mission-us.org/games/prisoner-in-my-homeland/

The WNET Group • United States

Synopsis and Storyline

Prisoner in My Homeland is the sixth game in the Mission US 

series, developed to engage middle and high school students 

in transformational moments in American history. Players step 

into the role of Henry Tanaka, a fi ctional 16-year-old Japanese 

American boy whose family is forced to leave their home on 

Bainbridge Island, WA, for a military prison camp in Manzanar, 

CA, in 1942. Players grapple with the challenges faced by over 

120,000 Japanese Americans as they coped with their unjust 

incarceration during World War II. They must make choices 

that refl ect broader strategies of survival and resistance: do 

they help their community, focus on family, support the war 

effort, resist injustice? Player choices earn badges that impact 

the outcome of Henry’s story. Players also learn key vocabulary 

by collecting Smartwords, and interact with primary source 

materials from the time, including documents, images, radio 

excerpts, and period music.

Educational Aims

Mission US aims to get young people to care about history 

by experiencing it through the eyes of peers from the past. 

As they meet historic fi gures, witness key events, grapple 

with multiple perspectives, and make diffi cult choices, they 

gain insight into how ordinary people shaped, and have 

been shaped by, our past. Prisoner in My Homeland offers a 

nuanced and illuminating understanding of the choices and 

challenges faced by Japanese Americans during World War II. 

The game seeks to help correct the image of the incarcerees 

as passive victims by highlighting instances of resistance, and 

places events within the larger context of Asian immigration 

to the US and the longer-term struggle to be accepted as 

American. An educator’s guide provides a wealth of standards-

aligned resources and activities for teachers and students that 

show the broader social, political, and economic context of 

events and perspectives featured in the game.

Web Game

Production Information

•  System Requirements:

The game is playable via web 

browsers on PCs, Macs, or 

Chromebooks. We recommend using 

the latest version of Google Chrome or 

Mozilla Firefox for best results. A free 

account is required to play.

•  Language(s):

English

•  Target age category:

Youth/Lifelong Learning

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Michelle Chen

Senior Producer, Kids’ Media & 

Education

The WNET Group

Executive Producers: David 

Langendoen, Jill Peters, Sandra 

Sheppard

•  Organization(s):

The WNET Group

American Social History Project

Electric Funstuff

Entering Organization 

•  Name:

The WNET Group

•  Type of business:

Broadcaster

•  Contact person:

Ms. Michelle Chen

Senior Producer, Kids’ Media & 

Education

https://www.mission-us.org/games/prisoner-in-my-homeland/
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Audiovisual Works: Digital Media D-021

MYRIAD. WHERE WE CONNECT. I 
VR EXPERIENCE
 URL https://myriad.earth/

Interactive Media Foundation gGmbH (IMF) • Germany

Synopsis and Storyline

The artistic and poetic journey of three animals and their 

extraordinary migration paths.

MYRIAD takes the scientifi c foundation to create an artistic 

world based on the carbon cycle. Our audience can choose 

between three different migratory stories of our protagonists: 

The Bald Ibis, the Green Sea Turtle and the Artic Fox. Each story 

has a duration of around eight minutes and takes the audience 

into different environments: the Syrian Desert, the harsh Arctic 

and the deep sea of the Atlantic containing the elements of air, 

land and water. During these linear stories, the audience can 

orbit around the animal while facing the challenges of constant 

pressure, determination and the amazing abilities of three 

species while migrating thousands of kilometers. All stories are 

based on verifi ed scientifi c data due to a close cooperation 

with the Max Planck Institute of Animal Behavior, the Museum 

für Naturkunde Berlin and international scientists.

Educational Aims

Experiencing natural cycles from an entirely new perspective 

catalyzes an intuitive, rich understanding of the natural 

world, while generating a newly responsible attitude towards 

the impact of human behavior on an individual and global 

scale. One journey at a time, MYRIAD’s immersive, unique 

experiences activate individuals’ connection to the world we 

share and the marvelous beings we share it with.

Application 
Software

Production Information

•  System Requirements:

Technical confi guration specifi cations

PC

Video Card NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti

CPU Intel I7-6700

32GB DDR4 RAM

OS: Windows 10

Hardware VR

HTC Vive Pro 1

•  Language(s):

English

•  Target age category:

Youth/Lifelong Learning

Producing Organization(s)

•  Producer(s):

Ms. Saskia Kress

CEO

Interactive Media Foundation

Executive Producers: Saskia Kress, 

Michael Grotenhoff

•  Organization(s):

Interactive Media Foundation gGmbH

Filmtank GmbH

Miiqo Studios

Artifi cial Rome

Entering Organization 

•  Name:

Interactive Media Foundation gGmbH 

(IMF)

•  Type of business:

Web/Game Production Company

•  Contact person:

Ms. Stephanie Wieck

Partner Relations (Marketing & 

Cooperations)

https://myriad.earth/
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Proposal Pitch

 PURPOSE
In order to contribute to the development of educational broadcasting around the world, the Japan Prize 

supports the realization of ideas for educational television programs in countries/regions with limited 

budgets and/or technical facilities. Prize-winning organizations are required to produce and broadcast 

the proposed program within the year following receipt of the prize, and to report the progress of the 

production to the organizer.

*  The awarded organization must broadcast the completed program in their country/region by 

September 30, 2022. 

* The produced program will be screened during the Japan Prize 2022.

 FINALISTS

 PRODUCTION and BROADCAST OF THE BEST AWARDED PROPOSAL

Note:  The following pages are from the original entry sheets. No corrections have been made (except for typos).

A proposal for a TV program with educational aims. Target age groups are:

Children (0 to 12 years old) / Teens (12 to 18 years old) / Adults (18 years and older)

P Proposal Division

DIVISION

No.
Title

Target Age 
Group

Duration

Entering Organization  Country/Region

P-006

SPEAK OUT YOURSELF
—THE ABUSE WE’RE NOT TALKING ABOUT

Teens 20’00”

Dhrupad Communication - Media for Education and Development Bangladesh

P-008
RAINBOWFLOWER: MY SCHOOL OF THE FUTURE Children 60’00”

TINAMU FILMS (TMF) Ecuador

P-015
TWO SAILORS Children 8’00”

Camello Audiovisual (CA) Colombia

P-018
MELODY OF THE MOTHER NATURE Adults 60’00”

Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation (SLRC) Sri Lanka

P-019
THE FLOWER THAT IS NOT OURS Adults 60’00”

Na Ants Cine SAS Mexico

P-022
MORTEZA’S FARM Adults 52’00”

ELI Image Iran
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Proposal Pitch P-006

Synopsis and Storyline

Our print and electronic media tell us the stories every other day—college student raped and 

murdered on a moving bus, boyfriend confesses to raping his girlfriend, girls raped in hotel after 

attending a birthday party, women get molested in broad daylight during a national festival—it 

goes on and on. Just one decade ago, it was not a countable problem of the society. Rapid 

globalization of media, the massive internet revolutions, breaking of family & social bonding, 

individualism etc. are the catalyst behind this issue. Research shows that more than 90% of the 

abusers were family members and close relatives. Due to very narrow social domestic norm, 

victims and their families often hide those incidents only to retain their social prestige and honor. 

As long as we continue to reproduce the silence and the taboo that protects the perpetrators, 

never the victims. In such a situation, family, society and educational institutions should come 

forward at fi rst—what would be the approaches towards the children from the childhood to safe 

an individual from the sexual abuse. On this issue three valiant examples of young girls, would 

be shown how did their boldness and careful observation defend them from such a situation 

and fi nally the culprits got the punishments. What was behind their courage? What are their 

realization and advice? Simultaneously, heartrending stories of some victims, how did they fall 

in those situations and mistreated. What were their limitations and suggestions to overcome 

this problem? Through this program some recommendation, perception as well as counseling 

techniques would be come out to stop it. These entire concepts would be unfolded in the whole 

story that sexual abuse is a big punishable crime and it should never be hidden or neglected any 

more.

Educational Aims

Education is the key to prevent any sorts of violence, discrimination and abuses. The proposed 

program “Speak out yourself—The abuse we’re not talking about” would certainly create the 

intention to all the classes and the levels of people that sexual abuse and harassment are big 

punishable crime and it is directly violating the human rights in all sense and aspect. Sexual 

abuse is the denials of personal’s fundamental freedom as well as destroy the confi dence of 

victim. So it should not be hidden in any reason if we dream for an enlightened society. This 

program would help everyone to be more conscious in their active habits and attitude through 

some recommendation and thought. The program will certainly encourage the family, society and 

SPEAK OUT YOURSELF
—THE ABUSE WE’RE NOT 
TALKING ABOUT
Dhrupad Communication - Media for Education 

and Development • Bangladesh

Teens

Documentary

DURATION 20'00"

A civilized society could never be silent on any sexual abuse against the girls or 

women. It should be considered a crime against the fundamental human rights.
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the individuals to be broken down the silences against sexual abuse towards the women in all 

contest. This is signifi cance.

Social Background

Sexual abuse and sexual crime towards the women have become a very common observable fact 

in present Bangladesh. According to the report of Action Aid and ‘Mahila Parishad’ (The biggest 

women organization) almost 5,000 cases of sexual abuse of female occurred in one year alone in 

2017. Among them 222 were killed, 399 raped and 58 others gang-raped, while in the last year, 

265 were killed, 446 raped and 68 others gang-raped. In Bangladesh’s context, sexual abuse is 

still a taboo and seldom gets openly discussed due to social restriction and stigma, so most of 

cases are never disclosed and which encourage criminals. Unfortunately, blames always goes to 

the victims, a common myth of the society, “Good girls are never abused”. Beside other issues, 

it also demoralizes the women courage to stand against the sexual abuse towards them. So now 

this is the time to speak out to stop it.

Producer’s Motivation

Am I a human being! No, my fi rst identity is, I am a woman. I was born and brought up in 

Bangladesh. I know being a woman what sorts of hidden sorrows we have to face in the every 

step of our endeavor. Women are often abusing directly and indirectly home and outside. Sexual 

abuse is one of the forgotten issues of our lives; it is still an unclosed issue to everyone. I know 

some cases which destroyed some fl ourishing lives. This is the time—The silence needs to be 

broken by all.
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Entering Organization

Name: Dhrupad Communication - Media for Education and Development

Type of business: TV/Film Production Company

Contact person: Ms. Shyfoon Naher

CEO

Producer: Ms. Shyfoon Naher

CEO

Experience in program 

production:

Ms. Shyfoon Naher has been working with Educational Television Media 

since 1999. She is an enlisted script writer of Bangladesh Open University for 

Educational TV & Radio program. So far worked in 30 educational television 

program as Script writer and Associate Producer/Director.

Entered Production

Specifi c target: My main target audience are teens. Furthermore, through this program people 

of all ages and classes would be conscious to stand against the sexual abuse 

towards the women.

Type of program: One-off

Budget (US$): 10,000

Budget breakdown: 1. Field research: USD$ 1,000.00

2. Script writing:  USD$ 1,000.00

3. Screenplay & Direction: USD$ 2,000.00

4. Payment for Cameraman: USD$ 1,000.00

5. Camera equipment rent: USD$ 2,000.00

6. Editing & Post production: USD$ 1,500.00

7. Payment of production Crews: USD$ 1,000.00

8. Miscellaneous:  USD$ 500.00

Other funding sources 

to cover budget:

If additional funding is required then the production company itself will bear 

the costing.

Broadcasting station: ATN News Ltd.

Production Schedule (completed by)

Pre-production: Feb / 2022

Production: Mar / 2022

Post-production: Jun / 2022

Broadcast: 15 / Sep / 2022
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Proposal Pitch P-008

Synopsis and Storyline

5 children form different parts of Ecuador, participate in a workshop with Ecuadorian illustrators, 

to create their dream school. The children answer the question: how they want their school to 

be like after the Pandemic? While participating in the workshop, the documentary interviews the 

children, who share their experience and struggles with different types of education during the 

COVID-19 pandemic. Using dramatization the fi lm will recreate the situations of the children to 

illustrate what they narrate: Miguel is an indigenous child living in a community high in the Andes. 

His parents, are indigenous leaders, that decided to form a communitarian school so children 

can continue learning. He learns while working in the land and being part of his parent’s political 

activism. Carla is an immigrant girl from Venezuela living in the coast region of Ecuador. She had 

to share her mother’s cellphone with her brothers and sister in order to receive via text messages, 

her homework. She helps her mother and she has to work and sometimes misses school. Olivia 

is a girl from the city studying via online video conference at a private school. She cannot leave 

her home and see her friends. Now she has to sit in front of her computer for hours. Silvio is a 

boy who lives in the Ecuadorian Amazon region who studies with the national radio educational 

program, but because sometimes connectivity fails it’s diffi cult for him to continue studying. Diana 

is a girl from the Ecuadorian Afro community, she studies online school with her tablet and helps 

her parents making Afro masks. The workshop and the fi lm, are conceived as a space where 

children can voice their personal views about education and life after COVID-19.

Educational Aims

The main goal in creating this project is to showcase resilient, fi ghter and triumphant children 

that persevere despite the struggles of the pandemic and the diffi culties they face while trying 

to continue studying. Also, the goal is to promote creativity in problem-solving. We want to 

encourage children to have a critical thinking thru the model of philosophy for children and the 

Dewey model of education. We seek to give them the space of voicing their interests, dislikes and 

opinions about education and school in hopes of creating a school for the future.

Social Background

The COVID-19 pandemic has only worsen the social and economic gap existing in Latin America. 

In the next years, Ecuador will have to face a great debt in education for children of rural and 

low-income regions. We have one of the highest rate of school drop out in Latin America, as 

RAINBOWFLOWER: MY 
SCHOOL OF THE FUTURE

TINAMU FILMS (TMF) • Ecuador

Children

Documentary, 
dramatization
and animation

DURATION 60'00"

Children from different regions of Ecuador share their stories of studying during 

the COVID-19 confi nement. Despite of the harshness they seen an opportunity to 

create together their dream school.
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children choose to work or become teen parents than to study. One of the main reasons of school 

drop out is that the school system doesn’t represents the reality of the children’s environment 

and situations. It’s important that children be an active part of the development of a new school 

model, that integrates the needs and environment of children, and that also uses the positive 

things that the COVID-19 pandemic generated in education: implementation of TICS, personalized 

education, family and community vinculation in education.

Producer’s Motivation

I seek to research and promote the democratization of education for children. Nowadays in my 

country education is no longer a children’s right but a condition of status. To have an education is 

to have a privilege, so many children drop out of school to work or to become teen parents. It is 

my social and environmental responsibility as a human, to support in the search for solutions and 

to focus on current problems that exists in Latin America. I want to continue creating opportunities 

in my country, building media, addressing current problems and motivating viewers to change 

positively.

Entered Production

Specifi c target: Elementary school students, from 5 to 11, teachers, educators and children 

living in no school area.

Type of program: One-off

Budget (US$): 29,000

Budget breakdown: Research: 2,000

Script: 1,000

Prep: 1,000

Workshop: 5,000

Shoot: 15,000

Finishing/Post: 5,000

Other funding sources 

to cover budget:

Associated Producer: Camilo Luzuriaga $10,000 (confi rmed)

Foundations: $06,000 

Producers Cash: Tinamú Films $03,000 (confi rmed)

Funding gap / amount still to be raised: $16,000 

Associate producer Carlos Camilo Luzuriaga has confirmed the amount of 

$10,000 in equipment and post production resources. Tinamú Films will 

contribute $3,000 in producer’s cash covering the script writing process and 

shoot. The fi nancing plan is broken down as following:

-  Japan Prize 2021 proposal division’s fund will cover $10,000 for research, 

pre-production and part of the production.

-  Organizations that fight for human rights and children’s rights such as: 

Unicef, UNESCO and INFA could support the workshop and part of the 

production (6,000).

-  Since the project and workshop will use painting, drawing and illustration 

elements, we will seek auspices such as Staedtler company. We know the 

representative of the company in Ecuador and there could be an interest in 

sponsoring part of the fi lm.

Broadcasting station: CHOLOFLIX
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Entering Organization

Name: TINAMU FILMS (TMF)

Type of business: TV/Film Production Company

Contact person: Mr. Jacob Valladares

Producer

Producer: Ms. Diana Molina

Producer, Scriptwriter

Experience in program 

production:

Scriptwriter on the Children’s TV Strip VEO VEO from 2013 to 2016. She has 

scripted and produced the children’s TV series: “PAYANGA” (2016), “Luna de 

queso: animalanzas” (2015), “Tino and his friends” (2013–2015), “Lili and her 

great book of animals” (2014) and “Hoy cocino hoy” (2014–2015) and the 

short fi lm “What the Moon did” (2020). Teacher and educator.

Production Schedule (completed by)

Pre-production: Feb / 2022

Production: Jun / 2022

Post-production: Aug / 2022

Broadcast: 12 / Sep / 2022
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Proposal Pitch P-015

Synopsis and Storyline

Martín and Lorenzo sail in search of an island adrift. This island is their home and their journey 

begins on the shore of a philosophical world in which the secret mysteries of the ocean will be 

revealed to them.

In the face of extraordinary events such as a migration of giant turtles or the sighting of fl ying 

fi sh, Martín displays his fantastic thinking and Lorenzo his ingenuity to open the door to simple 

and profound philosophical approaches. Where do we belong? Who are our friends? What is 

destiny? Those are some of the questions that guide them through conversations and adventures 

that reveal mysteries of the ocean and the existence.

Each episode is an opportunity to come across situations of survival, amazement and 

friendship. Their adventure spurs simple and existential questions in a playful way. In Two Sailors 

the magic of the question and the conversation open the door to a philosophical world ruled by 

simplicity.

Educational Aims

Children have the key to the door of knowledge. That key represents our ability to ask questions. 

As adults, we often forget to ask questions. Two Sailors is a project that aims to strengthen 

communication between children and adults, and open the door to knowledge for young and old 

by fostering dialogue through the stories told by the series and the fantastic universe it refl ects. 

The universe of Two Sailors generates a large portfolio of educational and audiovisual material 

that serves the purpose of being an intermediary for the dialogues that circle around philosophy 

and the existence, by way of stories and entertaining educational activities.

Social Background

In Colombia, children grow up very alone and without the possibility of building dialogue. Adults in 

our country often say phrases like “shut up, you don’t know anything.” What we want through this 

project is to give value to children’s curiosity and the essential questions they ask. The questions 

that Martin, the mouse, asks are the deep questions that children of all the world ask when 

they have 6 to 8 years, as who I am? What is home? What a friend is? Questions that we have 

identifi ed through research with mothers and tutors all the last year. By putting these character 

dialogues on screen we hope to spark conversations at home and in schools, encouraging 

children to continue asking and building their thoughts by putting them on screen.

TWO SAILORS
Camello Audiovisual (CA) • Colombia

Children

Animation

DURATION 8'00"

Anything can happen aboard a drifting ship!
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Producer’s Motivation

I fi rmly believe that a question, allows you to build knowledge, identity and a society. When you 

raise a question, you keep the curiosity and the attention alive; therefore, it opens up possibilities 

for change. What are the everyday and essential questions of life, but philosophy?

We need to meet and talk in order to create, refl ect and have fun. This is our opportunity 

to do it.

Entered Production

Specifi c target: Curious and adventurous children and their tutors and parents.

Type of program: Series

Budget (US$): 136,360

Budget breakdown: Final script of 7 episodes, preproduction (drawing), production (animation), 

postproduction.

Direction & Content: USD 11,506

Production: USD 127,157 

Purchase materials: USD 501

Licenses: USD 3,010

Post Production: USD 2,214

Offi ce Expenses: USD 3,478

Other funding sources 

to cover budget:

We are looking for coproduction with Señal Colombia broadcaster in 

Colombia, this year. We asked for USD113,914 the other part of this funding 

is our work, the scripts, the character design, the key elements that are 

already made.

Astrohouse (Co-Producer): USD023,360 (17.1%) - Confi rmed

Señal Colombia: USD080,000 (58.7%) - In process

Japan Prize: USD010,000 (7.3%) - In process

Camello Audiovisual: USD023,000 (16.9%) - Confi rmed

TOTAL:  USD136,360

Broadcasting station: Señal Colombia

Production Schedule (completed by)

Pre-production: Oct / 2021

Production: Mar / 2022

Post-production: Jun / 2022

Broadcast: 6 / Aug / 2022
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Entering Organization

Name: Camello Audiovisual (CA)

Type of business: TV/Film Production Company

Contact person: Ms. Daniela Giraldo

Producer

Producer: Mr. Juan David Ortiz

Producer and Director

Astrohouse

Experience in program 

production:

Film director/Producer. Visual artist born in Medellin; is the director of 

Astrohouse, a studio specialized in documentary and children’s projects, 

and the provision of assistance to educational, cultural and environmental 

strategies. His TV programs have been part of the Latin American Prix 

Jeunesse, the Chilemonos Festival and SEMINCI Spain and co-produced with 

Señal Colombia, TVE, TV3.
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Proposal Pitch P-018

Synopsis and Storyline

Gihan, a young music teacher from a school in a remote area in Sri Lanka, forms a musical 

band using disposable materials and substitutes instead of professional musical instruments. He 

teaches his students how to use glass bottles, tins, metal sheets, and wood for creating music.

Gihan’s school band, which wonderfully tends him to won the “Most Innovative Teacher of the 

year” award. He becomes an inspirational character and other schools invite him to form similar 

music bands by teaching the way he discovered, using disposable materials in the environment. In 

parallel, he teaches his students the lesson “Challenges can be overcome, instead of retreating” 

through the rhythms of the natural environment. 

One day, Gihan sees the disposable materials during a cleaning project in the school premises 

and researches how to use them to create music. 

At fi rst, children listen to the rustling rhythm of trees and leaves, the variety of sounds of the 

water streams, and the sound of the wind. Then they imitate those by pouring different amounts 

of water into the glasses to create tones, create sounds heard in nature through fl utes made with 

bamboo, produce musical notes by blowing wind into empty glass bottles. He teaches that it is 

truly a symphony when the various sounds of nature are combined. He also creates a variety of 

musical compositions from instruments made out of disposable materials.

Poor children living in remote areas often don’t choose music as a subject because of their 

inability to buy a musical instrument. Children love these creations linked with nature than the 

musical instruments in the school curriculum. Gihan and the children teach that nature is blessing 

us and wishing us that we could fi nd amazing paths by awakening our creativity as well as our 

relentless efforts to challenges we face.

Educational Aims

This documentary encourages the viewers to explore the inseparable bond between nature and 

us.

The protagonist and students of this program share their experiences and inspiring the 

audience to think creatively and explore the environment in which they live. It reminds the viewer 

not to give up on their goals in any diffi cult situation and to fi nd a way to reach the goal based on 

interest and need.

Gihan teaches how to deal with fewer opportunities and facilities. Also provides an 

understanding of the needs of school children in remote areas due to the disparity in the 

MELODY OF 
THE MOTHER NATURE

Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation (SLRC)

 • Sri Lanka

Adults

Documentary

DURATION 60'00"

A young music teacher in a village school forms a musical band using disposable 

materials inspiring from melody of Mother Nature. He becomes an inspirational 

character and a role model.
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distribution of resources.

Even though technologies, as well as aesthetics are essential for life, people who are in love 

and sensitive to nature see the world more beautifully. Thus it teaches our children not only the 

school curriculum but also the experiences they get from nature are important for life.

Social Background

Due to the disparity in resource allocation children who live in remote areas face diffi culties 

compared to children in urban areas. Even with such conditions, there are creative teachers who 

explore new ways to give their best to children that can never found in school textbooks.

Mainly creative activities are born in such harsh conditions as a result of the challenges they 

faced. However, these creative activities can be utilized by all children. Thus it is important to 

create a discourse for teachers such as Gihan and motivate others. 

This program also intends to bring out the importance of including practical activities into 

the educational curriculum through the joyful education concept where children learn happily 

with nature-related activities. In a context where the natural environment in Sri Lanka is being 

destroyed due to human activities, it is important to sensitize children and teach them to love and 

protect mother nature.

Producer’s Motivation

When I was directing a non-formal education program called “knowledge fi rst” one of my intent 

was to introduce teachers with creative concepts and to provide a platform for their talents that 

help students to think out of the box. Through this journey I found Gihan. Since this was a very 

productive and creative concept, I created an opportunity for his team to perform in my program. 

That video went viral on social media and lots of people appreciated his efforts. Thus I wanted to 

introduce his talents to the world and to motivate others who have the same caliber.
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Entering Organization

Name: Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation (SLRC)

Type of business: Broadcaster

Contact person: Ms. Vinosha Kiriwandeniya

Program Producer

Producer: Ms. Vinosha Kiriwandeniya

Program Producer

Experience in program 

production:

I am working at SLRC as a Program Producer in Educational Program division 

since 2010. I have won two state awards for the best music video director 

at the state television and state music awards. I was the scriptwriter for the 

children’s drama represents SLRC in ABU exchange program 2019. Presently, 

I am producing a non-formal education program “Genius Junior”.

Entered Production

Specifi c target: This sends a message to the educators, education policymakers, teachers, 

children, and the people who think out of the box.

Type of program: One-off

Budget (US$): 10,000

Budget breakdown: Pre production: $ 1,000 

Script: $ 500

Production: $ 6,000

Post Production: $ 1,000

Music: $ 400

Set and props: $ 600

Other Expenses: $ 500

Other funding sources 

to cover budget:

USD10,000 Japan Prize

Broadcasting station: Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation

Production Schedule (completed by)

Pre-production: Jan / 2022

Production: Mar / 2022

Post-production: Jun / 2022

Broadcast: 25 / Jun / 2022
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Proposal Pitch P-019

Synopsis and Storyline

Synopsis: 

Guerreras Chiapanecas (Chiapanecan Warriors) is a group of women who wage a war against 

cancer throughout vindicating their bodies role play and containing other women’s enmity towards 

them. All along with their physical recovery and emotional healing, they face their everyday life 

frenzy pace, the distortion of their femininity and the ordeal to access health care services in 

southeastern Mexico.

Storyline: 

Mechitas is a woman who has lost a breast as a result of breast cancer. This creates in her a 

recurring confrontation with death. This will be vindicated when she meets other women who are 

going through the same situation. Together they discover in the female union, a way to motivate 

themselves and get ahead.

Educational Aims

Make visible, through the making of the documentary The fl ower that is not ours, the strength of 

Mexican women when facing breast cancer and its economic, political and social diffi culties. And 

with this, provide access to information for the prevention and timely diagnosis of this disease.

Social Background

Cancer continues to increase its number of victims. In 2020 it reached 19.3 million people and 

claimed ten million lives worldwide. The WHO indicated that 70% of deaths from the disease 

occurred in low and middle income countries, warning about the delay and lack of access to 

affordable diagnoses and treatments that prevail, especially in low and middle income countries. 

The number of cases has increased during the COVID-19 pandemic. Breast cancer was the one 

with the highest incidence in 2020. This type of cancer is the most common among women and 

the one that causes the most deaths from cancer in Mexico. Many patients are in fi nancial distress, 

due to the legislation in our country highlighting that there are bodies that do not fi t in public policy.

Producer’s Motivation

It was in a gynecology emergency room in the summer of 2018, when I was able to know for the 

fi rst time the feminine solidarity in the middle of the diagnosis that would radically change the 

perspective I had of my body. After the loss of my ovary, I paid attention to what it means for Mexican 

women to go to preventive studies to preserve our bodies with integrity and guarantee decent 

health. We fi nd in the Tireless Warriors the possibility of healing wounds through their friendship.

THE FLOWER 
THAT IS NOT OURS

Na Ants Cine SAS • Mexico

Adults

Documentary

DURATION 60'00"

When the female body falls and her soul becomes ill, it is possible to heal through 

other women to reconnect with life.
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Entering Organization

Name: Na Ants Cine SAS

Type of business: TV/Film Production Company

Contact person: Ms. Sharon Gonzaga

Manager

Producer: Ms. Martha Mendoza

Managing Director

Experience in program 

production:

She was producer director on the movie “Lo Contrario de la Muerte” FOCINE 

IMCINE (2021). Martha also had participated on cultural promotion activities 

into the collective “Otro Cine” (2017 to 2020). She is production director on 

the documentary fi lm “La Marcha de la niña Caracol” (Programa de Estímulo 

a Creadores Cinematográfi cos IMCINE 2019, with Tatiana Huezo’s advisory).

Entered Production

Specifi c target: Middle-aged women living in low-income areas.

Type of program: One-off

Budget (US$): 14,625

Budget breakdown: Research: $1,261

Script: $1,513

Shooting: $7,566

Editing: $4,287

Other funding sources 

to cover budget:

Crowdfunding: 30% of the total budget = $4,388

Public funds: 50% of the total budget = $7,314

Investment in kind: 20% of the total budget = $2,926

Broadcasting station: Na Ants Cine

Production Schedule (completed by)

Pre-production: Oct / 2021

Production: Dec / 2021

Post-production: Feb / 2022

Broadcast: 8 / Mar / 2022
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Proposal Pitch P-022

Synopsis and Storyline

Morteza sells all his property in the city and buys an old castle in the edge of desert connected 

to hectares of land which has been abandoned for years and has not been cultivated. There are 

also thousands of hectares of semi-arid pasture to graze a small herd and a ruined Qanat (Qanat: 

In Iranian traditional irrigation system, water is directed from the source in the mountains or from 

the depths of the ground to the plains by digging underground canals using only gravitational 

force)

Gradually, Morteza, with the help of his wife and his sons, rehabilitated the ruined aqueduct 

and prepared the ground for cultivation.

Now, it’s been thirty years that he has spent his entire life on his own farm.

He thinks of nothing but the farm and the little water of the aqueduct for irrigation.

Educational Aims

It reminds us our responsibility toward the earth. It asks to be careful about where we live. 

Morteza’s lifestyle respects the earth. He uses every worthy drops of water to give a new birth to 

a dry land.

Social Background

More than half of Iran’s land is a dry plateau. Many civilizations and cultures have emerged in this 

dry land since thousand years ago. The goal of the inhabitants of this plateau for millennia and 

centuries in agriculture was bringing water from the depth to the surface and Qanat is one of the 

amazing phenomena in the irrigation culture of Iran and the world.

Morteza reminds the old Iranian lifestyle to us.

Producer’s Motivation

As a person living in a plateau, I was totally familiar with the water issue. Also I was always careful 

about the nature and I had the issue of showing it in my fi lms in an affective way. Morteza’s 

lifestyle really infl uenced me. He devoted himself to bring life back to a dead land.

MORTEZA’S FARM
ELI Image • Iran

Adults

Documentary

DURATION 52'00"

Morteza sells all his property in the city and buys an abandoned land in the desert. 

He spends thirty years to give a new birth to the land.
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Entered Production

Specifi c target: It’s about making the earth a better place for new generation. So everyone 

can benefit watching it but it may be difficult to understand for teens or 

children.

Type of program: One-off

Budget (US$): 293,028

Budget breakdown: Translation: 1,300

Development costs: 15,200

Producer: 40,000

Director: 37,000

Cinematographer: 21,500

Sound Recorder: 15,800

Camera Equipment: 7,500

Sound Equipment: 6,800

Hard disk & tapes: 12,200

Accommodation, Food, Travelling: 13,500

Editor: 21,500

Editing equipment: 15,000

Sound Design & music & Mix: 20,600

Final lab video & Deliverable: 21,000

Subtitles 2 languages: 7,000

Accommodation, Food, Travelling: 3,500

Bank & Financial fees: 1,500

Insurance: 1,000

Overhead 7%: 18,158

Contingency 5%: 12,970

Other funding sources 

to cover budget:

In order to cover the budget:

Planning to apply for festivals and industry platforms such as IDFA and 

HOTDOCS, Close Up session, Sundance, Vision de Reel and Medimed

In negotiation with Aljazeera, ARTE, RAI

Patryk Wezowski –  US - Award-winning Film Maker, Director, Producer, 

Record-breaking Fundraising Expert

Sigal Yehuda – Head of close up session

Babel Studio – France 

Antipode – Norway 

Bertha Funds – IDFA

Broadcasting station: ELI Image

Production Schedule (completed by)

Pre-production: Jan / 2021

Production: Oct / 2021

Post-production: Feb / 2022

Broadcast: 30 / Jun / 2022
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Entering Organization

Name: ELI Image

Type of business: TV/Film Production Company

Contact person: Ms. Elaheh Nobakht

Directing Manager

Producer: Ms. Elaheh Nobakht

Directing Manager

Experience in program 

production:

Elaheh Nobakht is one of the pioneer women in Iranian Cinema industry. She 

has produced six feature fi lms and 3 short fi lms. She Produced “Beloved” the 

most successful Iranian documentary which has been selected and invited 

in the international competition section of more than 65 International Film 

Festival such as IDFA, Berlinale Film Festival, Hot docs, etc.

P-022
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Argentina
Channel Encuentro 

(Encuentro)
GROOMING TV Youth Y-007 43

Australia McAvoy Media
TEENAGE BOSS

Episode 1 - Latifa
TV Youth Y-013 47

Canada

National Film Board of 

Canada (NFB)
AGENCE Game App.

Digital 

Media
D-007 71

National Film Board of 

Canada (NFB)
HOW TO BE AT HOME Film Youth Y-022 48

National Film Board of 

Canada (NFB)
THE MAGNITUDE OF ALL THINGS Film

Lifelong 

Learning
L-023 61

Sinking Ship Entertainment DINO DANA THE MOVIE Film Pre-school I-014 14

China
Phoenix Satellite Television 

(Phoenix TV)
A NIAN TV Youth Y-026 49

Colombia

Cuentazos con Efectazos 

(Cuentazos)

STORYTIME WITH SOUND 

EFFECTS 2T

There’s Nothing Wrong with Being 

a Foreigner

TV Pre-school I-021 16

Punta Mulata Producciones 

(Punta Mulata)

TRAVELER TALE

Bruno and his new family
TV Primary E-069 37

Denmark Danmarks Radio (DR) ULTRA:BIT LIVE Video Primary E-057 34

France

Laïdak Films MUM IS POURING RAIN TV Primary E-001 26

Miyu Distribution MATILDA AND THE SPARE HEAD Film Youth Y-008 44

Moukda Production UMBRELLAS Film Primary E-067 36

Premieres Lignes Television FAST FASHION TV Youth Y-004 42

Zadig Productions SCARS TV
Lifelong 

Learning
L-005 56

Germany

gebrueder beetz 

fi lmproduktion Berlin GmbH
VIRAL Film

Lifelong 

Learning
L-021 60

Interactive Media Foundation 

gGmbH (IMF)

MYRIAD. WHERE WE CONNECT. I 
VR EXPERIENCE

Application 

Software

Digital 

Media
D-021 74

Rise And Shine World Sales STORKMAN Film
Lifelong 

Learning
L-037 64

Studio FILM BILDER GmbH
PATCHWORK PALS

PATCHWORK TIGER
TV Pre-school I-007 12

Westdeutscher Rundfunk 

(WDR)

COLONIA DIGNIDAD

4 episodes
TV

Lifelong 

Learning
L-008 57

Westdeutscher Rundfunk 

(WDR)
I AM GRETA TV Youth Y-009 45

Zweites Deutsches 

Fernsehen (ZDF)

@KALINKA08 

- PLEASE GET IN TOUCH
TV Primary E-029 29

Zweites Deutsches 

Fernsehen (ZDF)
AB 18! LUISA TV Youth Y-029 50
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Germany
Zweites Deutsches 

Fernsehen (ZDF)

LOGO! NEWS:DATE 35 YEARS 

AFTER CHERNOBYL - PROS AND 

CONS OF NUCLEAR POWER

Website
Digital 

Media
D-012 72

Greece KOUZI PRODUCTIONS PASSAGE TO EUROPE Film
Lifelong 

Learning
L-020 59

Israel
Israeli Public Broadcasting 

Corporation (KAN-IPBC)

SHAKSHUKA

Effi e’s Game
TV Primary E-014 27

Japan

Benesse Corporation
SHIMAJIRO: A WORLD OF WOW!

Our Oceans
TV Pre-school I-038 19

Inspire High, Inc. INSPIRE HIGH
Application 

Software

Digital 

Media
D-005 70

NHK (Japan Broadcasting 

Corporation)

AWESOME HOMEWORK

Shinsuke Yoshitake
TV Primary E-030 30

NHK (Japan Broadcasting 

Corporation)
FUKUSHIMA MONOLOGUE TV

Lifelong 

Learning
L-031 63

Yomiuri Telecasting 

Corporation (YTV)

I’LL GO ON LIVING TILL I DIE

Music of gratitude from Kobe
TV Youth Y-010 46

Netherlands

Keplerfi lm BULADÓ Film Youth Y-033 51

Keplerfi lm
TALKING HEADS - SEASON 2

Marie Claire, Sven, Jairo & Betiel
TV Primary E-038 31

KRO-NCRV BEESTENBRIGADE TV Pre-school I-025 17

NTR (NPS/Teleac/RVU)
THE ANNE FRANK VIDEO DIARY

Hell on Earth
TV Primary E-028 28

Norway

Norwegian Broadcasting 

Corporation (NRK)

IT WAS NOT SUPPOSED TO 

HAPPEN

The sex tape

TV Youth Y-003 41

Norwegian Broadcasting 

Corporation (NRK)

THE MINI KIDS

Episode 3 (season 2)
TV Pre-school I-017 15

Spark
BO BEAR’S DETECTIVE AGENCY

E01 THE MOVING BOX
TV Pre-school I-010 13

Philippines
Brigade Productions Inc. 

(Brigade Prods.)
BULLET-LACED DREAMS Film Youth Y-002 40

Republic of 

Korea

Korea Educational 

Broadcasting System (EBS)

BEASTS OF ASIA

Ep1. Training in pairs
TV Primary E-062 35

Korea Educational 

Broadcasting System (EBS)

TISH TASH

Not My Birthday / Never-Ending 

Questions

TV Pre-school I-036 18

Singapore
The Moving Visuals Co. 

(TMVC)
THE UGLY SIDE OF BEAUTY TV

Lifelong 

Learning
L-013 58

Taiwan
Taiwan Public Television 

Service Foundation (PTS)
PTS YOUTH NEWS: WHAT IS LAW? TV Primary E-049 33

Thailand

Be Amazing Edutainment 

Co., Ltd.

JIGSAW

The Garbage girl
TV Primary E-044 32

Miracle Mushroom Co.,Ltd.
MORNING STORY

The Lonely Porcupine
TV Pre-school I-042 21

United 

Kingdom

Corey Baker Dance SWAN LAKE BATH BALLET Video
Lifelong 

Learning
L-024 62

Dying to Divorce_ LTD DYING TO DIVORCE Film
Lifelong 

Learning
L-050 65

Gold Wala
WHAT’S ON YOUR HEAD?

Barrister
TV Pre-school I-040 20
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United 

Kingdom
Magic Light Pictures

PIP AND POSY

Silly Hats
TV Pre-school I-005 11

United 

States

BYkids BYKIDS: FAITH’S WORLD TV Youth Y-053 52

Hard Working Movies (HWM) US KIDS Film
Lifelong 

Learning
L-052 66

Sesame Workshop
THE POWER OF WE: 

A SESAME STREET SPECIAL
TV Pre-school I-002 10

The WNET Group
MISSION US: 

PRISONER IN MY HOMELAND
Web Game

Digital 

Media
D-014 73

Twin Cities Public Television 

(TPT)

HERO ELEMENTARY

Ep. 137 “AJ’s Extra Superpower”
TV Pre-school I-043 22

Proposal Pitch
Country/

Region
Entering Organization Title Target Age Group No.

Page 

No.

Bangladesh

Dhrupad Communication 

- Media for Education and 

Development

SPEAK OUT YOURSELF—THE 

ABUSE WE’RE NOT TALKING 

ABOUT

Teens P-006 76

Colombia Camello Audiovisual (CA) TWO SAILORS Children P-015 82

Ecuador TINAMU FILMS (TMF)
RAINBOWFLOWER: MY SCHOOL 

OF THE FUTURE
Children P-008 79

Iran ELI Image MORTEZA’S FARM Adults P-022 90

Mexico Na Ants Cine SAS THE FLOWER THAT IS NOT OURS Adults P-019 88

Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka Rupavahini 

Corporation (SLRC)
MELODY OF THE MOTHER NATURE Adults P-018 85
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I-001
AIR, MUSIC TO BREATHE

Water woman
TV La Casa del Arbol Uruguay

I-002 THE POWER OF WE: A SESAME STREET SPECIAL TV Sesame Workshop United States

I-003
MISS PERSONA

I Wanna Wear
TV Nelvana Ltd. Canada

I-004
SNAKES ONBOARD

The Roller Coaster
TV Delta Studios AB Sweden

I-005
PIP AND POSY

Silly Hats
TV Magic Light Pictures

United 

Kingdom

I-006
THE ANIMALS AT PETSY

Secrets
TV

Swedish Educational 

Broadcasting Company
Sweden

I-007
PATCHWORK PALS

PATCHWORK TIGER
TV Studio FILM BILDER GmbH Germany

I-008
THE MAP OF MY WORLD

Clara Luna (France)
TV Pakapaka Argentina

I-009
B.O.T. AND THE BEASTIES

Stompy Chomper
TV Ragdoll Productions Ltd

United 

Kingdom

I-010
BO BEAR’S DETECTIVE AGENCY

E01 THE MOVING BOX
TV Spark Norway

I-011
BLUE’S CLUES & YOU

What I Like About Blue
TV 9 Story Media Group United States

I-012 GO ! V - TEAM ! TV Hakka Television Station Taiwan

I-013
THIS KID IS ME

Grandpa and Grandma
TV

Israeli Public Broadcasting 

Corporation
Israel

I-014 DINO DANA THE MOVIE Film Sinking Ship Entertainment Canada

I-015
NICK COPE’S POPCAST

Dinosaur
TV Terrifi c Television (Popcast) Ltd

United 

Kingdom

I-016
DEPED TV KINDERGARTEN

Recognizing Likes and Dislikes
TV Ei2Tech Inc. Philippines

I-017
THE MINI KIDS

Episode 3 (season 2)
TV

Norwegian Broadcasting 

Corporation
Norway

I-018
LEARN ON TV PRE-SCHOOL

Belas birthday
TV

Instituto Iberoamericano del 

Patrimonio Natural y Cultural
Ecuador

I-019 OUR CHILDREN TV
Global Media Africa - Smart 

Studio
Morocco

I-020
MY WORLD KITCHEN

Lola’s Spanish Tuna Empanada
TV My World Kitchen Ltd

United 

Kingdom

I-021
STORYTIME WITH SOUND EFFECTS 2T

There’s Nothing Wrong with Being a Foreigner
TV Cuentazos con Efectazos Colombia

I-023
LYN AND SLUGGY

An honorable Crab
TV

Millennium Institute of 

Oceanography
Chile

I-024 SURF TV
Taiwan Public Television Service 

Foundation
Taiwan

I-025 BEESTENBRIGADE TV KRO-NCRV Netherlands

 Pre-school Division
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I-026
THE WORLD ACCORDING TO GRANDPA

What are stars?
TV Saffron Cherry Productions

United 

Kingdom

I-027 BASIC TV Señal Colombia - RTVC Colombia

I-028 VISITING GRANDFATHER Video TINAMU FILMS Ecuador

I-029
HOUSE OF LITTLE SCIENTISTS

Stop spreading
TV

Be Amazing Edutainment Co., 

Ltd.
Thailand

I-030 THE LITTLE MERMAID WITH SIGN LANGUAGE TV Japan Broadcasting Corporation Japan

I-031 COOL KIDS TV Taiwan Indigenous Television Taiwan

I-032 HUSHABYE LULLABYE TV Beyond Rights
United 

Kingdom

I-033
WHO WHO

Who Who meets Caitlin
TV Croatian Radio Television Croatia

I-034 FAUNABULOZOO TV CNTV Infantil Chile

I-035
PETIT

My substitute teacher is a normal person in disguise
TV Pajaro Chile

I-036
TISH TASH

Not My Birthday / Never-Ending Questions
TV

Korea Educational Broadcasting 

System

Republic of 

Korea

I-037
GUARDIAN 5

Water Devils
TV

Thai Public Broadcasting 

Service
Thailand

I-038
SHIMAJIRO: A WORLD OF WOW!

Our Oceans
TV Benesse Corporation Japan

I-039
MATI & ROCCO

FRIENDS
TV Malabar Producciones Argentina

I-040
WHAT’S ON YOUR HEAD?

Barrister
TV Gold Wala

United 

Kingdom

I-041 STUDIO K - STAYING HOME, STAYING HEALTHY TV
Canadian Broadcasting 

Corporatioon - CBC Kids
Canada

I-042
MORNING STORY

The Lonely Porcupine
TV Miracle Mushroom Co.,Ltd. Thailand

I-043
HERO ELEMENTARY

Ep. 137 “AJ’s Extra Superpower”
TV Twin Cities Public Television United States

 Primary Division

ID Title Media Entering Organization
Country/
Region

E-001 MUM IS POURING RAIN TV Laïdak Films France

E-002 MONKEY DOMINO Film
Filmuniversitaet Babelsberg 

KONRAD WOLF
Germany

E-003 ZOG AND THE FLYING DOCTORS Film Magic Light Pictures
United 

Kingdom

E-004
BUGS

The godfather
TV La Casa del Arbol Uruguay

E-005 INK Film Kaboom Distribution Netherlands

E-006 SPINNING Film
Information Bureau of Taichung 

City Government
Taiwan
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E-007
JUNGLE KING: MY PAPA

The volcano erupted! I am a little jungle king.
TV

Joy-Team Animation Production 

Co., Ltd.
Taiwan

E-008
TRUTH OR DARE

Who kissed Tara’s boyfriend?
TV

Norwegian Broadcasting 

Corporation
Norway

E-009 LET’S GO! 48 HOURS TV Hakka Television Station Taiwan

E-010
BUSY BODIES

Sleepyhead
TV The Moving Visuals Co. Pte Ltd. Singapore

E-011
CELEBRATING TOGETHER

Best of #1
TV Balestra Productions inc. Canada

E-012 MEET... HARRIET TUBMAN TV Der Kinderkanal ARD/ZDF Germany

E-013
ODD SQUAD

Portlandia/Slides and Ladders
TV Fred Rogers Productions United States

E-014
SHAKSHUKA

Effi e’s Game
TV

Israeli Public Broadcasting 

Corporation
Israel

E-015
ENDLINGS

One World One Family
TV Sinking Ship Entertainment Canada

E-016 SMALL STEPS Film Red Room Productions Philippines

E-017
WHOOPIE’S WORLD

Bittersweet (Season Finale)
TV Verite Productions Pte Ltd Singapore

E-018
THE AMAZING ADVENTURES OF ZAMBA

The Amazing Adventures of Zamba and Nina
TV Pakapaka Argentina

E-019
JOREL’S BROTHER

The Mendonca Invigorator
TV

Copa Studio Produtora 

Audiovisual Ltda
Brazil

E-020 KIDS NEWS DDOUDDOU TV Korean Broadcasting System
Republic of 

Korea

E-021 HOW STARS ARE BORN Film GRITO PRODUCCIONES Colombia

E-022 OLD DOG Film National Film Board of Canada Canada

E-023
BRILLIANT, GIRLS AND BOYS IN ACTION

Brilliant fun
TV

UT Origen Innovacion y 

Desarrollo y Filmawa SAS
Colombia

E-024
FUERZAS INVISIBLES

Halocline
TV Canal Trece Colombia

E-025
ENZO BEING ENZO

Enzo and homework
TV Filmawa Colombia

E-026
HOW

Episode 1
TV Terrifi c Television Ltd

United 

Kingdom

E-028
THE ANNE FRANK VIDEO DIARY

Hell on Earth
TV NTR Netherlands

E-029 @KALINKA08 - PLEASE GET IN TOUCH TV Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen Germany

E-030
AWESOME HOMEWORK

Shinsuke Yoshitake
TV Japan Broadcasting Corporation Japan

E-031
DEPED TV CHRISTMAS DOCUMENTARY SPECIAL

Bring Back the Joy of Christmas
TV Ei2Tech Inc. Philippines

E-032
DARE YOU TO READ: THE READING HERO

Ayutthaya Kingdom
TV Superjeew Co., Ltd. Thailand

E-033 AQUATEAM - SEA ADVENTURE TV Radiotelevisione Italiana Italy

E-034
KNOW YOUR ANIMALS

A salamander is not a lizard
TV Sudwestrundfunk Germany
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E-035
LEARN ON TV

Pancho sings and dances
TV

Instituto Iberoamericano del 

Patrimonio Natural y Cultural
Ecuador

E-036
RENATA’S PROBLEMS

Fabricio the drone
TV Fundacion Renata Chile

E-037
RUKA’S AMAZING JOURNEYS

Moon Fish
TV GVG Producciones Chile

E-038
TALKING HEADS - SEASON 2

Marie Claire, Sven, Jairo & Betiel
TV Keplerfi lm Netherlands

E-039
SCOOP!

Scoop! Ep 15
TV Hoods Inc. Productions Pte Ltd Singapore

E-040

WHAT? HOW?

GMO, greenhouse effect and photosynthesis: what we 

know about plants

TV
Public Broadcasting Company of 

Ukraine
Ukraine

E-042
EXPERIMENT: KIDS SCIENCE

Total of Eclipse of the Sun
TV Fundacion Ciencia & Vida Chile

E-043 INVISIBLE BUGS TV Imago Producciones Limitada Chile

E-044
JIGSAW

The Garbage girl
TV

Be Amazing Edutainment Co., 

Ltd.
Thailand

E-045
SUPERHEROES SERIES-SCIENCE IN THE FILM

A reproduction of the fl uorescent forest in [Avatar]
Video Learning in science Education Taiwan

E-046
EMMY YAMMY

Emmy Yammy
TV

Sri Lanka Rupavahini 

Corporation
Sri Lanka

E-047
I CAN DO IT

Quesadillas
TV CNTV Infantil Chile

E-048 IBILIB TV GMA Network Philippines

E-049 PTS YOUTH NEWS: WHAT IS LAW? TV
Taiwan Public Television Service 

Foundation
Taiwan

E-050 HASSAN AND HUSSEIN BORN CONNECTED TV Radio Telefi s Eireann Ireland

E-051
CHILDRENS DRAMAS

Luana the Football Marvel
TV Croatian Radio Television Croatia

E-052
10 YEARS TO CHANGE THE WORLD

Education
TV Canal Capital Colombia

E-053
AHLAN SIMSIM (WELCOME SESAME)

Piece Of The Past
TV Sesame Workshop United States

E-054
HARDBALL SERIES 2

Life’s Sweet as, Eh!
TV Northern Pictures Australia

E-055
ARE YOU TOUGHER THAN YOUR ANCESTORS

James Craig - “Plane Sailing!”
TV Flying Kite Pictures Australia

E-056
THALU

Escape!/Man Up The Tree
TV Weerianna Street Media Australia

E-057 ULTRA:BIT LIVE Video Danmarks Radio Denmark

E-058 HEY YOU! WHAT IF... TV Beyond Rights
United 

Kingdom

E-059
CYBERCHASE

Journey of a Thousand Food Miles
TV Thirteen WNET United States

E-060
DOUBLE CLIC

Doble Clic 5.44
TV TELEMAYABEQUE Cuba

E-061
THE DAY I BECAME STRONG IN THE PANDEMIC

My Memories
TV Bayerischer Rundfunk Germany
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ID Title Media Entering Organization
Country/
Region

Y-001
NINA

Nina
Film Screening emotions Bulgaria

Y-002 BULLET-LACED DREAMS Film Brigade Productions Inc. Philippines

Y-003
IT WAS NOT SUPPOSED TO HAPPEN

The sex tape
TV

Norwegian Broadcasting 

Corporation
Norway

Y-004 FAST FASHION TV Premieres Lignes Television France

Y-005 THE NAME OF THE SON Film Lucía Vela Argentina

Y-006 ORGIASTIC HYPER-PLASTIC Film Autour de Minuit France

Y-007 GROOMING TV Channel Encuentro Argentina

Y-008 MATILDA AND THE SPARE HEAD Film Miyu Distribution France

Y-009 I AM GRETA TV Westdeutscher Rundfunk Germany

Y-010
I’LL GO ON LIVING TILL I DIE

Music of gratitude from Kobe
TV Yomiuri Telecasting Corporation Japan

Y-012
HEIRS OF THE NIGHT

The Spark
TV Lemming Film Netherlands

Y-013
TEENAGE BOSS

Episode 1 - Latifa
TV McAvoy Media Australia

ID Title Media Entering Organization
Country/
Region

E-062
BEASTS OF ASIA

Ep1. Training in pairs
TV

Korea Educational Broadcasting 

System

Republic of 

Korea

E-063 SKUAD CILIK 3 TV Oak 3 Films Pte Ltd Singapore

E-064
CHILDREN FOR CHANGE

Reindeer keeper Risten Alida and the climate
TV

Swedish Educational 

Broadcasting Company
Sweden

E-065 BIKER TV Bulgarian National Television Bulgaria

E-066
LET’S DISCOVER NATURE

The Hidden Secret of Cave-Dwelling Microsnails
TV

Thai Public Broadcasting 

Service
Thailand

E-067 UMBRELLAS Film Moukda Production France

E-068 ROBOTIA TV Malabar Producciones Argentina

E-069
TRAVELER TALE

Bruno and his new family
TV Punta Mulata Producciones Colombia

E-070 TOMAS, ALBA AND EDISON TV Camello Audiovisual Colombia

E-071
ALEX ANYWAYS

Payback
TV Señal Colombia - RTVC Colombia

E-072
SUPER MEOW

Mysterious Seeds
TV

“Petersburg” computer 

animation studio, LLC
Russia

E-073
THE ELEPHANTALES

Mathias - Dinosaurs
TV Ad. Infi nitum & Co Colombia
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Y-014 LILOU TELLS HISTORY TV

Radio Television Belge de 

la Communcaute Culturelle 

Francaise

Belgium

Y-015
SON OF EARTH

History of Exploration. Mountaineering on Bonbon
TV Top TV Co., Ltd. Taiwan

Y-016
MEKIF MILAN

It will not be like before
TV

Israeli Public Broadcasting 

Corporation
Israel

Y-017 THE ATOM ARAULLO SPECIALS: BATCH 2020 TV GMA Network Philippines

Y-018
VOLUNTEER TRAINEE

Forever Young
TV WinLine Media Taiwan

Y-019
LOCKDOWN

Question Answered
TV Sinking Ship Entertainment Canada

Y-020 A QUEST FOR SOUND TV Hakka Television Station Taiwan

Y-021
LION MUMS: CRASH LANDING ON SCHOOLS

Astronomers Ahoy!
TV Ochre Pictures Private Limited Singapore

Y-022 HOW TO BE AT HOME Film National Film Board of Canada Canada

Y-023 BELGRANO, ARGENTINE AND A FOR THE PEOPLE TV Deportv Argentina

Y-024 HIKIKOMORI: THE LOCKED GENERATION TV JAVA FILMS France

Y-025 FROM DAD TO DAUGHTER: THE 700TH BENTO BOX TV Nankai Broadcasting Co., Ltd. Japan

Y-026 A NIAN TV Phoenix Satellite Television China

Y-027 COME@PLAYWITHUS.ZED TV Radio Television of Vojvodina Serbia

Y-028
MIMI ON A MISSION: DIGITAL DETOX

Sharing Is Caring
TV Peggy Pictures

United 

Kingdom

Y-029 AB 18! LUISA TV Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen Germany

Y-030
KAKUDAN TIME MACHINE

Let’s search for the colors of the land
TV Taiwan Indigenous Television Taiwan

Y-031
POV THE FIRST YEARS

The King of Trash
TV Radiotelevisione Italiana Italy

Y-032
AUTHORS LIVE

Authors Live with Kwame Alexander
Video BBC Scotland

United 

Kingdom

Y-033 BULADÓ Film Keplerfi lm Netherlands

Y-034
WORKOUT DELIVERY

Corona’s Impact On Our Children’s Health
TV Korean Broadcasting System

Republic of 

Korea

Y-035
SHINE PHILIPPINES

Shine Philippiness
TV Ei2Tech Inc. Philippines

Y-036

EXPLORING THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE-EARTH 

SCIENCE

How does extinction happen ?! The documentation of the 

stratum.

Video Learning in science Education Taiwan

Y-037
BEHIND THE RAINBOW S2

Art Matters
TV

South African Broadcasting 

Corporation
South Africa

Y-038 GRAVITY 1 TV HIERROanimación S.A.S. Colombia

Y-039
THE SECRET DIARIES OF (IN)COMPLETE GIRLS

I’m Mariana
TV Señal Colombia - RTVC Colombia
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Y-040
NEXT, AI

What If AI Had Emotion and Consciousness?
TV

Dong Tai Communication Co., 

Ltd.
Taiwan

Y-041 THE TRANSFER STUDENTS TV
Taiwan Public Television Service 

Foundation
Taiwan

Y-042 SHE MIGHT NOT EXIST TV Japan Broadcasting Corporation Japan

Y-044 VANILLE TV Folimage France

Y-045 THE TRIPANOSOME’S JOURNEY Video
Asociación Civil Hablemos de 

Chagas
Argentina

Y-046

PAINTING STARS 

- A JOURNEY THROUGH THE WORLD OF ART

Alondra - the poet

TV Vientos Culturales A.C. Mexico

Y-047
LIGHTSPEED

Lightspeed
TV Oak 3 Films Pte Ltd Singapore

Y-048

TEENAGERS SAY <TEEN SPEECH>

‘Me’, an activist of the educational community and her 

courage to fi ght against violence

TV
Korea Educational Broadcasting 

System

Republic of 

Korea

Y-049
SIGNAL HIGH

#newkidintown
TV Okuhle Media South Africa

Y-050 RANGA BHOOMI (THE STAGE) TV
Sri Lanka Rupavahini 

Corporation
Sri Lanka

Y-051 BOAT SCHOOL TV Bangladesh Television Bangladesh

Y-052
THE SPEECH COACH

Assertive Behavior
TV

Thai Public Broadcasting 

Service
Thailand

Y-053 BYKIDS: FAITH’S WORLD TV BYkids United States

Y-054
TEENAGERS ON A MISSION_ S12

Two Oceans Aquarium
TV I Love That Productions CC South Africa

Y-055
FABTEEN

Let’s talk about Sex
TV Fafranta Projects Ghana

ID Title Media Entering Organization
Country/
Region

L-001 AN ELEGY TO FORGETTING Film Brigade Productions Inc. Philippines

L-002 BACKACHE TV Matière Grise Belgium

L-003 BENZTOWN Film Studio FILM BILDER GmbH Germany

L-004 THE HORNBILL LADY Video Payai Creation Co., Ltd. Thailand

L-005 SCARS TV Zadig Productions France

L-006
ANTARCTICA POLAR CHALLENGE

Human presence
TV Channel Encuentro Argentina

L-008
COLONIA DIGNIDAD

4 episodes
TV Westdeutscher Rundfunk Germany

L-009 WHAT IS GENDER AND SEXUAL DIVERSITY? Video ReBit Japan

L-010
SRI LANKAN POP MUSIC OF 100 YEARS

sri pop
TV

Sri Lanka Rupavahini 

Corporation
Sri Lanka

 Lifelong Learning Division
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L-011 THE WORLD’S MOST LUXURIOUS PRISON TV Knickerbockerglory
United 

Kingdom

L-012
STORIES TOLD BY DHARMA MASTER CHENG YEN

The Novice Monk Who Wavered in His Vow
TV

Tzu Chi Culture and 

Communication Foundation
Taiwan

L-013 THE UGLY SIDE OF BEAUTY TV The Moving Visuals Co. Singapore

L-014 FEDERICA MONTSENY, THE WOMAN WHO SPEAKS TV DISTINTO FILMS Spain

L-015
THE ATOM ARAULLO SPECIALS: 

WHEN THE WORLD STOPPED
TV GMA Network Philippines

L-016
SINGAPORE SONNETS

Episode 1: Staying Connected Through Indian Dance
Video Verite Productions Pte Ltd Singapore

L-017 THE FUTURE OF FLIGHT TV a & o buero fi lmproduktion Germany

L-018
HOME, SWEET HOME

Indonesia-Mbok
TV

Bafang Hui-Ying Digital 

Production Co.
Taiwan

L-019
DARKNESS IN THE GAMES

Abebe Bikila, one of us.
TV Deportv Argentina

L-020 PASSAGE TO EUROPE Film KOUZI PRODUCTIONS Greece

L-021 VIRAL Film
gebrueder beetz fi lmproduktion 

Berlin GmbH
Germany

L-022
INSIDE CHARITE: COVID-ICU 43

Chapter 1: Dying
TV DOCDAYS Productions GmbH Germany

L-023 THE MAGNITUDE OF ALL THINGS Film National Film Board of Canada Canada

L-024 SWAN LAKE BATH BALLET Video Corey Baker Dance
United 

Kingdom

L-025 HERE/NOT HERE TV Artemisia Films Ltd
United 

Kingdom

L-026
MEDULLAS TIME TO HEAL

#MeToo
TV Canal Capital Colombia

L-027
CLAVE DE SOL

The education
TV Canal Trece Colombia

L-028
NADDE DESTROYS THE WORLD

Is meat always bad for the climate?
Video Finnish Broadcasting Company Finland

L-029 A DOCTOR’S GAZE TV Phoenix Satellite Television China

L-030 LOOK HERE/NOT HERE TV
British Sign Language 

Broadcasting Trust

United 

Kingdom

L-031 FUKUSHIMA MONOLOGUE TV Japan Broadcasting Corporation Japan

L-032
UNCOMMON CUTS

I Was 15 Then
TV Hakka Television Station Taiwan

L-033
DIJO LE BOPHELO

Food Recipes
TV Eclipse Television Productions South Africa

L-034
JESUS, THE STORY OF A WORD

In the Desert
TV Bayard Jeunesse Animation France

L-035
PROJECT HOPE: CHRISTMAS REIGNS

Project Hope: Christmas Reigns Part 1
TV Ei2Tech Inc. Philippines

L-036
THE ABYSS - RISE AND FALL OF THE NAZIS

Democracy without Democrats
TV Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen Germany

L-037 STORKMAN Film Rise And Shine World Sales Germany
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D-001 SECRETS, DEATH, AND INSTAGRAM Website Danmarks Radio Denmark

D-002 SALT THE PODCAST Podcast Balans LaB Netherlands

D-003 TROLL BUNKER - ESCAPE GAME Web Game Finnish Broadcasting Company Finland

ID Title Media Entering Organization
Country/
Region

L-038 UNDER THE VOLCANO TV Mymax edutainment Italy

L-039
NGOMUSA

Wisdom’s Gift
TV Thape Media South Africa

L-040
WIND! TAIWAN

Stationed in the Formosa Demonstration Wind Farm
TV

Dong Tai Communication Co., 

Ltd.
Taiwan

L-041
BADIMO

Music and Trance
TV

South African Broadcasting 

Corporation
South Africa

L-043 WOULD THERE BE ANOTHER EARTH OUT THERE TV Korean Broadcasting System
Republic of 

Korea

L-044

ISLAND OF MOUNTAINS : 

BELIEVE IT OR NOT. THIS IS TAIWAN!!!

What On Earth is Adventure?

TV
Taiwan Public Television Service 

Foundation
Taiwan

L-045 MURDER IN PARIS TV EMS Productions South Africa

L-046 THE TIMELINE OF B’S LIFE Film
The LoveLife Project for Health 

& Environment Inc.
Philippines

L-047 DAPIN: FOOTPRINTS IN TAIWAN TV Taiwan Indigenous Television Taiwan

L-048

PROFESSOR SUPER O LANGUAGE SEASON IN THE AGE 

OF TECHNOLOGY

More Flow less messy on the planet Mojarra con Platano

TV Señal Colombia - RTVC Colombia

L-049
WILL WE DANCE TOMORROW?

Will We Dance Tomorrow?
TV Zenit Arti Audiovisive Italy

L-050 DYING TO DIVORCE Film Dying to Divorce_ LTD
United 

Kingdom

L-051 FIRST WE EAT Film Drift Productions Canada

L-052 US KIDS Film Hard Working Movies United States

L-053
SCIENCE OF COOKING

ep1. Heat
TV

Korea Educational Broadcasting 

System

Republic of 

Korea

L-054
TRIBAL CROSSROADS

Moken...The last Breath of Sea Gypsies
TV

Thai Public Broadcasting 

Service
Thailand

L-055
BY HOOK OR BY COOK

Jenna
TV 1254476 B.C. Ltd. Canada

L-056 FASCINATING ANTARCTICA TV Greenstone TV New Zealand

L-057
THE FIRST WOMAN WHO..

Franca Viola
TV Radiotelevisione Italiana Italy

L-058 WHITMAN IN THE WOODS TV Pomegranate Arts United States

L-059 RESET IN JULY TV
Shanghai Qiaobing Films and TV 

Co., Ltd
China
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D-004 MEMORIES 2020 Cross-media Pakapaka Argentina

D-005 INSPIRE HIGH
Application 

Software
Inspire High, Inc. Japan

D-006 ODD SQUAD - ODDSTACLE COURSE Game App. Sinking Ship Entertainment Canada

D-007 AGENCE Game App. National Film Board of Canada Canada

D-008 E-FUNZA DIGITAL LITERACY CAMPAIGN Website Fortune Well South Africa

D-009 UNDERSTANDING THROUGH TESTIMONY Website JEWISH HOLOCAUST CENTRE Australia

D-010 THE IMAGINE NEIGHBORHOOD Podcast Committee for Children United States

D-012
LOGO! NEWS:DATE 35 YEARS AFTER CHERNOBYL 

- PROS AND CONS OF NUCLEAR POWER
Website Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen Germany

D-013 VIRTUAL LIS - TEACHING Website Radiotelevisione Italiana Italy

D-014 MISSION US: PRISONER IN MY HOMELAND Web Game The WNET Group United States

D-015 BLIME 2020 Cross-media
Norwegian Broadcasting 

Corporation
Norway

D-016 LIVING WITH THE OCEAN Cross-media
Taiwan Public Television Service 

Foundation
Taiwan

D-018 8K CULTURAL PROPERTIES Cross-media Japan Broadcasting Corporation Japan

D-019 JENNY (SEASON 3) Cross-media Productions Avenida Inc. Canada

D-020 TEAM HAMSTER! Web Game
WGBH Educational Foundation 

(PBS)
United States

D-021 MYRIAD. WHERE WE CONNECT. I VR EXPERIENCE
Application 

Software

Interactive Media Foundation 

gGmbH
Germany

D-022 GIRLS’ RELAY Podcast
Korea Educational Broadcasting 

System

Republic of 

Korea

D-023
KHLONG TOEI MODEL SAVE KHLONG TOEI...SAVE 

BANGKOK
Cross-media

Thai Public Broadcasting 

Service
Thailand

D-024 SUPER SAFE Game App. &ranj games Netherlands

Proposal Pitch

ID Title
Target Age 

Group
Entering organization

Country/
Region

P-001 LET THERE BE LIGHT TOO Adults Adamant Studios Bangladesh

P-002 ACUPRESSURE Teens Bangladesh Open University Bangladesh

P-003 ACUPRESSURE-HEALTH IN YOUR HANDS Adults Bangladesh Open University Bangladesh

P-004 FRIENDSHIPS Teens
Islamic Republic of Iran 

Broadcasting University
Iran

 Proposal Division
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P-005 SCIENCE FOR CHANGE Children
Knowledge Channel Foundation, 

Inc.
Philippines

P-006
SPEAK OUT YOURSELF—THE ABUSE WE’RE NOT 

TALKING ABOUT
Teens

Dhrupad Communication 

- Media for Education and 

Development

Bangladesh

P-007 LIVE IN THE GREEN Adults

Dhrupad Communication 

- Media for Education and 

Development

Bangladesh

P-008 RAINBOWFLOWER: MY SCHOOL OF THE FUTURE Children TINAMU FILMS Ecuador

P-009 PEOPLE OF THE LAKE Adults Pitik Multimedia Studios Philippines

P-010 IN SEARCH OF ROOTS Adults Link U Creations Sri Lanka

P-011 ARIGATO Adults
Hayriye Savascioglu Savascioglu 

Yapim
Turkey

P-012 ARE YOU READY? Teens
The PurpleNook Multimedia 

Services
Philippines

P-013 KAN’DOOFA; NOT JUST A WETLAND Teens Slowtape Maldives

P-014

INTERACTIVE RADIO EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR 

ADOLESCENCE IN ADDRESSING CLIMATE CHANGE & 

DISASTER IN TEKNAF, COX’S BAZAR, BANGLADESH

Teens
Alliance for Cooperation and 

Legal Aid Bangladesh
Bangladesh

P-015 TWO SAILORS Children Camello Audiovisual Colombia

P-016 WATCH HUT Teens
K&D MEDIA PARTNERS PVT 

LTD.
Sri Lanka

P-017 ALWAYS US Teens
The LoveLife Project for Health 

& Environment Inc.
Philippines

P-018 MELODY OF THE MOTHER NATURE Adults
Sri Lanka Rupavahini 

Corporation
Sri Lanka

P-019 THE FLOWER THAT IS NOT OURS Adults Na Ants Cine SAS Mexico

P-020 ONE DESTINATION Teens Pakistan Television Corporation Pakistan

P-021 FOLK HEALING Adults CHINH India

P-022 MORTEZA’S FARM Adults ELI Image Iran
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